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PREFACE.

The First Edition of this Guide was issued, without

illustrations, on the 19th April, 1881 ; the second in 1882,.

illustrated with thirtj-one wood engravings ; a third, slightly

altered, appeared in 1884. A fourth Edition, almost wholly

re-written, with many fresh illustrations, appeared in 1886,.

and a fifth, with only a few alterations, in 1888. The sixth

Edition appeared in April, 1890, and 3,000 copies were sold up-

to October, 1895. Of these six editions, altogether 18j000'

copies have been issued.

The publication of Mr. R. Lydekker's Miiseum Catalogues,

of the " Fossil Reptilia and Amphibia," Parts I-V. (1888-90),

and Mr. Arthur Smith Woodward's Catalogue of the Fossil

Fishes, Parts I-III. (1889-95), and the very numerous and

important additions made to the exhibited series of specimens

have necessitated the re-arrangement of a great part of these

Collections, and also changed the plan of the Guide.

The writer is largely indebted to the authors of Nicholson's

and Lydekker's " Palaeontology " (Vol. II., " Vertebrata," by

R. Lydekker), from which niimerous notes and extracts have

been made in the compilation of this Guide. The part relat-

ing to the Fossil Fishes has been entirely re-written by Mr.

Arthur Smith Woodward. Mr. C. W. Andrev/s has also

obligingly assisted in the preparation oE this work.

HENRY WOODWARD.

Department of Geology,

8th April, 1896.
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DEPARTMENT OF

GEOLOGY AND PALAEONTOLOGY.

INTRODUCTIOK

Nearly every city has within its bounds some relics of earlier

times, when a more ancient people occupied the same spot.

Thus below modern London we find various layers of

accumulated soil, each marked by tokens of former times.

In one we find the charred relics of the wooden buildings

which preceded the moi'e modem brick and stone houses ; be-

neath this are found weapons, coins, and pottery, telling of

Norman and Saxon times. More than 20 feet down we come

upon the relic-bed of Roman London, and in some parts tivo

Roman periods have been recognised with remains of buildings

at different depths. At a still lower level, along the course of

the ancient Wall-brook, remnants of pile-dwellings have been

discovered, which were probably occupied by an earlier British

race.

In the ancient gravels of the Thames Valley, both beneath

and around London, stone implements, left by a yet earlier

people, have been frequently met with, associated with bones

and teeth of the Mammoth.

If in a similar manner we investigate those larger layers of

Chalk and Limestone, Sandstone, Clay, or Slate, composing the

Eai'th's crust, we not only find that they rest upon one another,

so that we can judge of their relative age by the order of their

superposition, but that, like the layers of soil below London,

they are often full of relics which tell of the former inhabitants

that lived, flourished, and died out, to be succeeded by another

race which have in their turn shared the same fate.



XIV INTRODUCTION'.

Geology deals with the Earth, the composition of the various

strata, or layers, of which it consists, their pi-esent and former

extent, and the physical conditions under which they were

deposited, and the changes they have since undergone.

Palseontology deals with the remains of ancient life found

in the various layers, and strives, by comparison with living

forms, to restore the successive faunas and floras which have

passed away, and to trace by those relics their past dis-

tribution, and thus to show the evolution of life on the earth

from the earliest times to our own.

So many good books on Geology and Palteontology have

been published * that it is not necessary to give in such a guide-

book as the present a treatise on the science, but merely to

explain that the Vertebrata in the Galleries are arranged

according to their zoological classes, orders, and families (so far

as these can be ascertained) ; and upon the label to each is

placed its name, its geological position, and the locality whence

it was derived. In the Invertebrata and Plants each class is

also grouped chronologically in order, from the latest deposits

to tlie earliest in which it occurs.

Whenever a specimen has been figured and described in a

scientific work, a green disk is affixed to it, and a reference is

given to the author, and to the name and date of the work

where it was published.

Explanatory labels and illustrations have been introduced in

many instances, to afford fuller information to visitors respecting-

the objects exhibited.

A plan of the Gallery will be found affixed to the wall in

each room, which will serve to show the general arrange-

ment of the cases and their contents. The small Table of

Strata, on p. xii, is given to indicate the i-ange in time of the

great groiips of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Pishes, Invertebrates,

and Plants.

H. W.

* See sijecially " Manual of Pala?ontolog_T," by Prof. H. Alleyue
Nicholson and R. Lydekker, in 2 vols. (3rd Edition). Wm. Blackwood and
Sons, Edinburgh and London. 1889.



GUIDE TO THE DEPARTMENT

GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY.

REPTILIAN GALLERY.*

This Gallery is devoted to tlie exhibition of the remains of Reptilian

fossil Reptilia, a class which includes the Tortoises and Turtles, "vvall-case

Snakes, Lizards, Crocodiles, and a lai-ge number of extinct No. 1.

forms, the exact zoological ^^osition of many of which we can
only judge by analogy. Like the Mammalia, the Reptilian class

lived both on land and in the water ; some being evidently

fitted for terrestrial locomotion by their well-developed legs

;

others, as shown by their paddle-shaped limb-bones, must have
passed their entire existence in the water. One group, now
extinct, possessed, like the Bats and the Bii'ds, the power of

flight.

Class 3.—REPTILIA.

Order I.—PTEROSAURIA (Winged-Lizards).

^

Fig, 1.—Resloration oi Hhampkoiiii/nclius Mu.fnnteri, Goldfuss (after Marsh) ; one-seventh
natural size, from the Lithographic Stone, Elchstiidt, Bavaria.

In Wall-case No. I, and in Table-cases Nos. 1 and 2, are ^terodac-

placed the fossil remains of this extinct group of " Flying ^y^es.

Lizards," or Pterodactyles. These animals had the centra of j^^ i^Table-
the vertebras hollow in front ; they possessed a bi'oad sternum or cases', Nos. 1

"breast-bone," with a median ridge or keel, similar to that of and 2.

birds ; the jaws were usually armed with teeth fixed in sockets.

The fore-limb had a short humerus, a long radius and ulna, and
* Galleries 3. 4, and 5 on Flan facing p. 102.

(1876) 2



Flying Lizards—Fterodactyles.

Flying-
liizards.

Wall-case,
No. 1.

one of tlic fingers of the hand was enormously elongated to give

support to the wing-nienibi'ane (patagiuvi), which was attached

to the sides of the body, the ai-m, and the long finger, and also

to the hind-limb and tail. The other fingers of the hand were
free and furnished with claws. The wing-membrane appears
to have resembled that of the Bat, being destitute of feathers.

The caudal sei-ies of vertebi-is in some genera (as in Rliampho-

rhyncJius) was gi'eatly elongated and stiffened with slender

Fig. 2.—The nearly entire skeleton of Ptercnlocti/h'S spedabilU (Meyer), from the
LithoKr;iphic Stone, Upper Jurassic, Eiclistadt, Bavaria, a is the pubis; on the
right side the ilium is exposed (figured nat. size;.

ossified fibres (Figs. 1 and 5). The bones were pneumatic (i.e.,

filled with large air-cavities), the walls of the bones being very
thin, and their substance very hard and compact, thus combining
strength with lightness.

Numei-ous remains of nearly perfect Fterodactyles, with both
long and short tails, and varying greatly in size, have been



Pterodadyles—Diniorphodon. 3

obtained from the Solenhofen Limestone in Bavaria—others ptero-

occur in the Great Oolite at Stonesfield, near Oxford, and in dactyles.

the Lias formation, Lyme Regis, Dorset. The most remarkable Wall-case,

Fig. 3.—The almost complete skeleton of Ptcrodactylus antii^uus (SOmmerring', from Table-case, '

the Lithographic Stone, Eichstildt, Bavana (J nat. size), a, humerus; 6, radius and jj-q_ j.
ulna; c, carpus; d, metacarpus; c, clawed difcits; /, g. h, i, phalangeals of ulnar

digit; /c, rib ; I, femur; s, tibia; r, tarsus; m, metatarsals; (, t', phalangeals of pes.
|

Fig. 4.—Left lateral view of skull of Pteranodonlongicfps (Marsh), from the Cretaceous
of North Ameiica (^V nat. size), a, preorbital vacuity; 6, orbit: c, supraorbital
crest; il, angle of mandible; q, quadrate; s, symphysis. (Not represented in the
Collection.)

of these English examples is the DimorpJiodon macronyx from Dimorph.o-
the Lias of Lyme, which had a large head, the jaws armed with don.

lancet-shaped teeth, along tail, and well-developed wings. The Wall-case,

skull was 8 inches in length, and the expanse of the wings
about 4 feet (see Fig. 5).

Many remains have been discovered by Prof. Marsh in the
Chalk of North America. One singalar form, named by him

2 2

No. 1.



Crocodiles.

Pterodac-
tyles.
Wall-case,
No. 1.

Table-case,
No. 1.

Pteranodoii, liad no teeth in

its jaws, which were a yard

in length, sharp-edged and

pointed, and were probably

encased in a horny sheath

like the beak of a stork or

heron (see Fig. 4)

.

The Flying Lizards of

the Chalk and Greensand ?-

attained even a larger size i

—but their remains are all |
very fragmentary. For exam- |
pie, some detached vertebrce of g s,

che neck of one species have n |:

been foimd in the Cambridge g J
Greensand, measuring 2 in- S |-

ches in length, and portions
'jf.
|

of humeri 3 inches broad. ±t

Sach bones give evidence of ^ |

a flying lizard having pro- f|
babiy an expanse of wings 3 3
of from 18 to 20 feet. The -~

|
Pterodactyles of the Chalk |i^

of Kent were nearly, if not -T
quite, as large.

^

> g^

The smallest species of |-^

Pterodactyle fromSolenhofen ^-'g

was not larger than a sparroAV ^

(see Table-case ISTo.l). These |
singular flying reptiles do not -^

appear to have lived longer |

than the period of time repre- r

sented by the deposition of

the strata from the Lias

formation to the Chalk, their

remains being confined to

rocks of the Secondar}^, or

Mesozoic age. They are now
entirelv extinct.

Crocodiles.

Wall-case,
No. 2, and
Table-casea,
^7os. 9 to 13.

Order II.—CROCODILIA. (Crocodiles.)

The Crocodilia, except in one or two instances (which are

placed in Wall-case No. 2, and in Table-cases Nos. 9-1.3) have
the body covered with a thick layer of oblong bony plates or

scutes, pitted on the surface, and covered with a horny substance.

They have a single row of pointed and subcorneal or laterally



Crocodiles. 5

compressed teeth in distinct sockets, which are continually being Crocodilia.

renewed fi-oni helow. The sknll is relatively large in proportion "Wall-case,

to the body, and is usually much depressed ; its component bones ' '

are firmly united and generally have a characteristic sculpture ^^^ ^9*^to 13
on their external surface. The palatines and pterygoids unite in

the middle line and thus close the palate, and very frequently one
or both of these paired bones develop inferior plates, which meet
beneath the narial passages. The quadrate is tightly wedged in

Fig. 6.

—

Crocodihis pahislris (Lesson). 1, lateriil, and 2, upper views of skull; 3, palatal
view of cranium; E, aperture of median eustachian canal; N, posterior nares;
0, 0, orbits ; P, P, palato-pterygoid vacuities; 2', supra-temporal fossae; V, basi-
occipital. The figures are much reduced. Common, living in Western India.
Fossil in the Pleistocene deposits of the Narbada Valley, India.

among the adjacent bones ; the tympanic cavities usually com-
m.unicate with the mouth by three eustachian canals ; tho
mandibular symphysis unites by suture ; there are, as a rule, no
ossifications in the sclei-otic of the eyeball. There is almost
invariably a lateral vacuity in the mandible. The vertebrae

of these reptiles are cup-shaped or concave at both ends,

as in Teleosaurus ; or concave in front and convex behind, as in

the Crocodile from Sheppey (Fig. 7) and in all living Croco-



Crocodilia.

Wall-case,
No. 2.

Table-cases,
Nos. 10 to 11.

Table-case,
No. 12.

Belodon.

Wall-case,
No. 2.

Table-case,
No. 13.

6 Crocodiles— Geosaurus.

diles. Professor Owen lias constituted two groups, based on
those modifications of the vertebrae. The Crocodiles belong to

the Procoelian section (vertebrae concave in front), and are

divided into a hrevirostrine, or short-snouted section, containing
the Alligator, the Crocodile, and the Tertiai*y genufiDlpIocynodon;
and a lofigirostrine, or long-snouted section, embracing the
Garlals, Tomistoma, Tho7-acosanrus, and lihamphosuchus.

The Aniphiccelian section (vertebrce concave at both ends),

embraces HylfHocliampsa, also a second brevirostrine section

including TJieriosuchns, Goniopholis, Nannosuchus, and Oivenia-

suchus, and a second longirosti'ine section for Pholulosaurus and
Petrosuchus, all from the Wealden and Purbeck beds.

The older secondary forms belong to the Amphiccelian section

as Dacosmirus, Metriorhynchns, Teleidosaurus, Machimosaurus,
Pelagosaurus, Steneosaurus, and Teleosmirus. The earliest of the
Crocodilian reptiles is named Belodon (Fig. 8) ; it had long
and pointed slightly-curved teeth, longitudinally grooved, and

Fio. 7.

—

Crocodilus Spenca-i (Bucklaiul). Upper view of skull restored, from the
London Clay of Sheppey (about i nat. size).

Wall-case,
No. 2.

Qeosaurus.

elongated jaws like the modern Garials ; the other, named
Stagonolepis, resembled the existing Caimans, but with an elon-
gated skull like the Garials; the body Avas covered by bony
scutes. Both these reptiles are from the Trias, the former from
Stuttgart, Germany; the latter from Elgin, Scotland. In the
Oolitic and Liassic series the old type of long and slender-
jawed Teleosaurs and Steneosaurs (Figs. 9 and 11), with
strong bony scutes, was abundantly represented.

Here are exhibited the type specimens of Geosaurus,
from the lithographic stone (Upper Oolite) of Solenhofen,
Bavaria. Baron Cuvier inferred, from the form and structure
of its skull, that Geosaurus held an intermediate place between
the crocodiles and the monitors, but was more nearly related
to the latter. The orbits are large and the eyes were protected
by bony sclerotic plates, like those of Ichthyosaurus. It had



Crocodiles—Bclodoji, etc.

Fig. 8.

—

Belodon Kajiffii (Meyer) ; from the Keuper, Upper Trias, Stuttgart, Wurtemberg.
A, lateral view of skull ; B, upper view of skull ; C, palatal aspect of same

; pmx,
premaxilla; mx, maxilla; na. nasal; nai; nares; oc, orbit; por, preorbital vacuity

;

pna posterior nares (greatly reduced).

Fig. 9.—Upper view of cranium of Stencosaurus Heherti (E. Geoffrey);
from the Lower Oxfordian of Normandy (about Ji nat. size).

;Belodon and Steneosaubus.



8 Dlnosaiiria.

Wall-case,
No. 2.

Pelagosau-
rus.
Wall-case,
No. 2.

numerous, lai^ge, compressed, and sliglitl}' recurved teetli, and
the vertebra? are constricted and biconcave. It probably

attained a leng-th of ten or twelve feet. The
original specimens from Monheim. first

described and figured by Soemmerring in

1816, as a gigantic lizard (Lacerta gi-

gantea) are exhibited in the case. It is now-

known that Geosaurus is very closely allied

to, if not identical with Metriorhynclins, a

genus of Crocodiles remarkable for the

presence of a sclerotic ring in the eye and
the absence of bony scutes. Many species

of MefriorhyncJins arc found in the Jurassic

rocks of Europe and two nearly complete

skeletons of a form common in the Oxford
Clay of Petei'borough are mounted in Wall-

case No. 2. These specimens, as well as the

skeleton of Steiieosanrns placed near them,

Avere obtained by A. N. Leeds, Esq., P.G.S.

A reproduction of the entire skeleton

of the Pelagosanrus typus, from the Lias of

Curcy, Noi-mandy, prepai-ed by the late

Fig. 10.—ToothTf Daco- P^ofcssor E. Deslongschainps, is placed in
.•<aurusmaxhin'^(,Pnen.) the same Wall-CaSC (No. 2). r'
vimmen ge ay, y. Fvom. the Wealden of the South-east of

England, the Purbeck beds of Dorset, we have a true Croco-
dilian, the Goniopliolis ; and a dAvarf species, Theriosuchus pusil-

Ins, Owen (Table-case No. 11).

Wall-cases,
Nos. 1 and 2.

Table cases,
Nos. 9 and
10.

Wall-cases,
Nos. 3—7,

Fig. 11.—Profile of skull of relar/osaiirns iypm (Bronn), from the Upper Lias of
Normandy (reduced). T, supra-temporal fossa ; 0, orbit. \ nat. size.

A large Crocodile has been obtained from the Eocene Ter-
tiary of the Isle of Wight, and from Hordwell, Hampshire

;

and remains of many species of Crocodiles and Garials, from
the Tei'tiary rocks of India, may be seen in the Avall-case.

These are referable to the t3-pical genus CrococHlus, and also to
the other living genera, namely, Garialis of India and Tomis-
fovia of Borneo ; both the last-named genera being long-

snouted types.

Order III.—DINOSAURIA.
This I'emarkable group of huge terrestrial reptiles is quite

extinct. Some of them had bony dorsal plates and long and



Dhiosaurla—Sauropoda. 9

formidable spines (as AcanthophoUs, Polacanthns, IJijlceosaurus,

&c.), others were without such defences. Most of these

animals had flat or biconcave centra to their vertebra?, the

anterior (cervical) vertebra? had hollow cups behind. Two
pairs of limbs were always present, furnished with strong-clawed

digits.

They were probably to some extent amphibious in their

habits, bat their limbs were well fitted for progression on the land.

The group has been provisionally sub-divided into the

following sub-orders, namely:—

and TaTsle-
cases, Nos.
7 to 10.

Diuosauria.

SuB-ORD£R 1.—Sauropoda (Lizard-footed).

The members of this group of Dinosaurs were all herbi-

vorous, and included some of the largest forms hitherto dis-

covered, by far the hugest being the American genus Atlan-

tosatio'us, from the Jurassic of Colorado. Although no entire

skeleton has been found, it is supposed to have attained a

Atlantosau-
rus.
Wall-case,
No. 3.

Fig. 12.—Lateral view of skuU of Dipim loci'. s loiirms (JiUwsh), from the " AtUintosaurus" beds
(Upper Jurassic), near Canon City, Colorado, N. America (J nat. size).

(Not yet represented in the Collection.)

length of over 80 ft., and a height of 30 ft. A plaster-cast of a

thigh-bone (femur) shown in this case is 6 ft. 3 in. long.

Another remarkable genus, from the same horizon and
locality, is the Diplodocjis, an animal intermediate in size between
Atlantosaurus and Mornsanrus, which may perhaps have attained

to 40 or 50 feet in length, when living. The teeth indicate that it
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Cetiosauims,
or " Whale
Lizard."

Ornithopsis.

Wall-case,
No. 3.

Avas herbivorous and its food was probably succulent vegetation.

There are no examples of D/pZocZocn*- at present iu the Collection.

The Cetiosaurns, or "Whale-Lizard," thus named by Sir

Richard Owen, from some resemblance in the form and struc-

ture of the posterior vertebras to those of a whale (it must be
borne in mind that the Cetiosaurs have really no affinities to

the whales in any way whatever, save in name !) is another
genus of these huge Saiirians, whose remains are found in our
own island, and of which three species are recorded, the earliest

in geological time being the C. longns (Owen). Of this species

a large portion of a skeleton of the same animal w^as discovered
in 1870, in the Great Oolite at Enslow Bridge, near Oxford, and
is preserved in the Oxford University Museum ; but plaster-casts

of the large bones of the extremities are placed in the case.

The femur is 5^ ft. long, and the humerus 4 ft. 3 inches. The
anterior vertebrjB are large, with cup and ball articulations, they
have large cavities in the centra, and are buttressed like those
of Ornithopsis. an allied genus. A huge arm-bone (humerus)
nearly 5 ft. long, from the Kimmeridge Clay, Weymouth, has
been referred to this genus, under the name of C. humero-
cristatus ; it is at present the only evidence of the species

known. C. hrevis, from the Wealden of Sussex and the Isle

of Wight, is represented by caudal and dorsal vertebrjp, &c.,

including the original specimens from Dr. Mantell's collection,

upon which the genus was founded.
Here are exhibited a series of vertebra? and other remains of

a huge Dinosaur, named Oriiithojjsis HulJcei (Seeley), obtained
from the Wealden formation, Brixton, Isle of Wight.

Ornithopsis was remarkable for the extreme lightness in

construction of the bones of its neck and back, combined with
great strength. A single dorsal vertebra had a centrum
10 inches long, and 25 inches in circumference at the front or

convex end, whilst it measured in height to the summit of the
dorsal spine 25 inches ; and in breadth aci-oss the transverse

processes 19 inches. A single centrum of one of the cervical or

neck vertebrae measnres 32 inches in length.

The centrum of each vertebra is composed of highly cellular

bony tissue (like the frontal portion of the skull of the ele-

phant "), and has a large cavity on each side. The dorsal and
cervical "vertebi'ffi are opisthocoelous (i.e., hollow behind, and
convex in front), and each has articulations for a double-

headed rib. The spinous processes are convex, and gi'eatly

developed, being rendei-ed at the same time both extremely
light and strong by struts and buttresses and thin sheets of

bone, with large and deep recesses between. The pelvis and
several vertebrae of another very large species, Ornithopsis

Leedsi, obtained by Mr. Leeds from the Oxford Clay of Peter-

borough, are exhibited in the same case.
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The discovery of the entire remains of a huge Dinosanr in Bi-ontosau-

Anierica, which when alive . was nearly, or quite, fifty feet in

length, named by Prof. Marsh, Brontosaurus, with dorsal

vertebrse constructed upon the same type as OrnWhopsis, fully

confirms the accuracy of the conclusions arrived at by Prof.

Seeley and Mr. Hulke as to the affinities of the latter animal.
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Ornithopsis.
Wall-case,
No. 3.

Pelorosau-
rus.

It seems almost certain that the detached tooth described as

Hoplosaurus armatus, and the cervical and dorsal vertebra? and
pelvis, described under the names of Ornithopsis Hulkei and
0. eucanyierotus, are referable to the same form. The head in

Bro7itosaurus, with which genus Ornitlwpsis has been compared,
svas very diminutive in comparison with the size of its huge
vertebra? and limb-bones (see Fig. 13).

"Wall-case,
No. 3.

Fig. 14.—(c) inner, ((<) outer, (c) profile views of a toolh of Hoplosaurus (irinatus (Oervais),
from the Wealclon of the Isle of Wight, i.

Pelorosaurus, another large land Saurian of the Wealden
period, is referred to this sub-order. It probably exceeded in

size the largest Iguanodons, and is represented in the Collection

by the humerus, which is 52 inches in length.

Another humerus noticed above (p. 10) as having been
referred to Getiosaurus hjimerocristatus, by Hulke, probably
belongs to this same genus. An imperfect vertebra from the

Oxford Clay, near Peterboixjugh, also may be referred to another
species of this genus, and is remarkable for its large size.

In the Southern hemisphere these gigantic Dinosaurs were
also found. In the same case are exhibited vertebra? and portions

of limb-bones of an enormous species, Botliriospondylus viada-
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gascariensis from the Jurassic rocks of Madagascar. From S,

America a few vertebrae of Tltanosaurus australis, from, the

Cretaceous rocks of Patagonia, are exhibited.

Sub-order 2.

—

Theropoda (Beast-footed).

The Theropoda hokl an intermediate position between the Wall-case,

Sauropoda and the Ornithopoda, although more nearly allied ^°- '^•

to the former. In the structure of the teeth, the form of the

femnr, the occasional presence of only two sacral vertebra?,

and in the form of the quadrate bone, certain genera approach
moi'e nearly to the Crocodilia than even do the Sauropoda

;

although in their hollow limb-bones they agree Avith the

Fig. 15.—Left side of pelvis of AUosaurus fmriilis (Marsh), from the Upper Jurassic

of North America (Jj nat. size), n, acetabulum ; (7, ilium; j), pubis; is, ischium
(after Marsh).

Ornithopoda. All the forms were carnivorous. The premax-
illary was furnished throughout with teeth, which are laterally

compressed and backwardly curved, the cutting edges of one or

both of which are frequently serrated. The teeth are planted
in distinct sockets, and the skull has a large aperture in front of

the eye, known as the preorbital vacuity. The centra of all the

vertebra? are hollowed internally, and much compressed laterally.
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The limb-bones always have medullary cavities, and the pectoral
(fore-) limb being much shorter than the pelvic (hind-) limb,

Table-case, it is probable that many of the fonns were bipedal in their
No. 14.

^ -^ ^

Wall-case,
No. 7.

habits, although some of them may have been quadrupedal. In

the pelvis {see Fig. 15) the ilium is of great vertical depth, and
has a short preacetabular process, while the pubis is directed
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downwards and forwards, and unites with its fellow in a long
bonj symphysis, which generally extends up the anterior face

of the two bones, giving them the shape of an elongated letter Y,
when seen from the front. The pubis and ischium are com-
paratively short and slender. The astragalus, or " ankle-bone,"
usually fits closely to the tibia, and frequently gives off a long
flattened process which is applied closely to the anterior face of

the latter bone, resembling in this respect the free condition of

these two bones in the young of Ratite birds before the
anchylosis of the astragalus with the tibia has taken place.

The metatarsals ai'e elongated and the feet digitigi*ade. In
the manus (hand), the number of digits varies from four to

five, while in the pes (foot), there may be either three or five.

The terminal phalangeals in all cases have curved claws, which
in the manus are very long and prehensile, evidently well
adapted for seizing and holding living prey.

Fig. 17. — Left lateral view of skull of Ceratomurus nasicornis (Marsh), from the Upper
Jurassic, North America, a, nasal opening; b, horn-core; c, antorbital opening;

d, orbit; e, lateral temporal fossa; t, transverse bone
; /, mandibular vacuity (,'r nat.

size) after Marsh. (Not represented in the Collection.)

The skeleton of a small Dinosaur, of which a beautiful

cast may be seen in Table-case Ko. 9, the original being

preserved at Munich, named Gompsognathus longipes, has
been found entire in the Lithographic stone of Solenhofen.

From the relative proportions of its limbs we cannot but con-

clude that it must have "hopped (like a Jerboa), or walked in

an erect or semi-erect position, after the manner of a bird, to

which its long neck, slight head, and small anterior limbs must
have given it an extraordinary resemblance." (Huxley.)

Compsog'na-
thus.

Table-case,
]>Jo. 14.
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Teratosau-
rus.
Megalosau-
rus.

Table-case,
No. 14.

Wall-case,
No. 4.

Drypto-
saurus.

Meg-alosau-
rus.

Wall-case,
No. 7.

ISTumeroiis other fine Dinosaiirian remains ai-e to be seen in

the collection, but as we do not know the teeth of many of these

huge reptiles, we cannot speak positively as to their habits. It

is certain, however, that, from the Trias to the Chalk, two groups
have existed, one having a carnivorous dentition, and the other

being hei'bivorous. Teratosauims of the Trias of Stuttgart,

Ceratosanrns and Allosaurus of the American Jurassic rocks,

Megalosaurus and Compsognathus of the Oolitic and Wealden
strata were all carnivores.

The actual counterpart and casts of the maxilla and
premaxilla and a portion of the ramus of the lower jaw
of Megalosaurus fi-om the Inferior Oolite, Sherborne, Dorset,
may be seen in the Wall-case. Of Polacanthus, Oynosaurus,

and Ilylfeosauriis, we have no direct dental evidence, but
judging from a comparison of the other portions of their

skeletons, they have been referred to the family of the
Stegosatmdce. No doubt, as amongst the Mammalia at the
present day, the majoiity w^ere vegetable- feeders, and the
minoiity were p]*edaceoiis in habit. The Cretaceous genus
Dryptosaicrus, and the Jurassic Ceratosatirns and Allosaurus
were, in America, the representatives of the cai-nivorous

Megalosaurus of our Secondary rocks.

Many species of Uryptosaurus have been identified, and a
series of plaster-casts of bones of Dryptosaur^is aquilunguis are
exhibited in the case.

Anchisaurid.'E.—The genus AncMsauriis has amphica'lous
cervical vertebrae, the pubis is i-od-like, there are five digits in

the manus and pes. The teeth are without serrations on the
anterior border. Epicampodon (Fig. 18, A, B, c) is an allied

O'enus from India.

Fig. 18.—Fragment of mandible, A, lateral aspect; £, posterior aspect ; C, section of
tooth of Epioimpoilon indicas (Huxley i. from the Panchet beds (U. Trias), Lower
Gondwanas of Bengal

: I), lateral aspect of tooth of TUecodcniosaurus pUUi/oUuu
(Riley & btutchbury), Upper Trias, Bristol.
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In Thecodontosmirus platyodon (Fig. 18, d), the teeth have -v^all-case
oblique serrations on both borders. The ilium is of the Mega- No. 7.

losaurian type. Remains of this genus are met with in the Table-case,

Upper Trias, Durdham Down, Clifton, near Bristol, in Glouces-
°"

tershire.

Sub-order 3.

—

Ornithopoda (Bird-footed).

This sub-order is taken to include the Stegosauria of Marsh. ^^ 4'*^^®®'

The genus Stegosaurus was originally described by Marsh
from the Upper Jurassic of North America, but certain forms
from the Oxford and Kimmeridge Clay of England, described
under the 2:)reoccupied name of Omosaurus, cannot be separated
generically from Stegosaurus. They also agree with the Scelido-

sauridce in the general structure of their teeth and in the
possession of a dermal armour of scutes and spines, as well as

Fig. 19.—The left pectoral and pelvic girdles and limbs of Stegosaurus ungulatus
(Marsh), from the Upper Jurassic of Southern Colorado, North America (Jj nat. size),

s, scapula; c, coracoid ; h, humerus; :, radius; m, ulna; l-V, phalangeals; U,
ilium; is, ischium; p, p\, pubis; /, femur; t, tibia; /I, flbula ; a, astragaius;
c, calcaneum (after Marsh).

in their solid limb-bones. The neural arches of the vertebrae
are very much higher, and in the sacrum each arch is chiefly^'or

entirely supported by a single centrum, instead of by the
adjacent portions of two centra as in the Ornithopoda.

(1876) .3
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The skull shows many points of resemblance to that of

Igtianodon, especially by the presence of a predentary bone, but
it is lower and narrower and in this respect it resembles the
Scelidosaurian type.

Wall-case,
No. 4.

Omosaurus.

Fig. 20.—Left lateral view of skull of Stei/osauriis stenojis (Marsh), \ natural size; from
the Upper Jurassic, S. Colorado, North America, a, nares; 6. orbit; c, lateral

temporal fossa ; pm, premaxiUa ; m, maxilla ; n, nasal
; pf, prefrontal ; ,«o, supra-

orbital
; fp, postfrontal : po, postorbital ; I, lachrymal

; j, jup;al ; q, quadrate ; sq,

squamosal; oc, occipital condyle; ar, articular; sa, surangular; a», angular; s,

splenial ; d, dentary
;
^x?, predentary (after Marsh).

To this sub-order are referred the remains of a large Dinosaur
from the Kimmeridge Clay of Swindon, Wilts, described by Sir

Richard Owen in his Monograph on the Fossil Reptilia of the

Mesozoic Formations (PalEeontographical Society's Volume for

1875), under the name of Omosaurus armatus. The series com-
prises, in an immense block, the iliac bones of either side with
the entire sacrum, retaining the normal form and position, an
ischium, a femur, seA'eral dorsal and caudal vertebrae projecting

in bold relief from the background of grey stone, forming a

magnificent fossil group unique of its kind.

In addition to the bones above mentioned (which are all

imbedded in one block 6' 0" X 7' 6"), a large dermal spine,

several centra and processes of many vertebrae and chevron-
bones, an entire humerus, ulna and radius with carpal and
metacarpal bones, all parts of the same fore-limb ; also a com-
plete ischium and pnbis, and six caudal vertebrae, were found
lying in the clay around the larger mass.

The femur measiires more than 4 feet, and the humerus
is nearly 3 ft. in length and enormously broad. The head and
neck are unfortunately wanting, but thei*e is little doubt
that nearly the entire animal might have been obtained had
some competent person been present in the j^it when the

remains were first observed.

Remains of another species of this genus (Omosaurus durob-

rivevsis) from the Oxford Clay of Peterborough, are also

exhibited in this case.
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A large plated Dinosaur has been dis-

covered in a tolerably perfect state, and is

placed in a glazed case in tlie centre of the
Reptile gallery.

It was obtained from the Lower Lias of

Lyme Regis, Dorset, and is a fairly complete
skeleton of an herbivorous Dinosaur about 12
feet in length, closely allied by its dentition to

Iguanodon, and described by Sir Richard Owen
as SceUdosatirtis Harrisyni. This reptile was
armed with lateral rows of thick bony scutes or

spines on each side, which extended along the
tail also. There is very considerable disparity

between the fore and hind-limbs, as in so many
other Dinosaurs. There are four functional toes and one
rudimentary one on the hind foot ; the fore-foot is not well
preserved and the number of digits cannot consequently be
clearly made out in the hand.

Fig. 21.— A single
upper tooth of Sceli-

dosaurux Harrisnni
(Owen) twice nat. size,

from the Lower Lias,
Charmouth, Dorset.

Scelidosau-
rus. Case Y,
on Plan.

Fig. 22.— Restored skeleton of Scelidosaurus Harrisoni (Owen), greatly reduced, from
the Lower Lias of Charmouth, Dorset. The figure shows the large lateral dermal
spines on the shoulders, and the long lateral line of smaller spines, reaching from the
pectoral region to the extremity of the tail ; also the numerous ossified tendons
running along the sides of the dorsal spines of the vertebrae from the shoulder to the
tail. (The original specimen is about 12 feet in length.)

.
Acantho-A smaller Dinosaur, named AcanthopJiolis, found in the Lower pholis.

Chalk of Dover, was also armed with spines, but only a few Table-case,

fragmentary remains of it are preserved in the collection.

3 2

No. 14.
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Hyleeosau-
rus.

Polacan-
thus.

Wall-case,
No. 4.

Hypsi-
lophodon.

Table-case,
No. 16.

Small Glass-
case, y.

Ig-uanodon
Mantelli.

Wall-case,
No. 6, and
Table-case,
No. 15.

The long dermal spines of Hyloeosaurus, anotlier armed
Dinosaur from the Wealdeu, were arranged in a single row along

the central line of the back.

The Polacanthus, or many-spined Dinosaur, from the Weal-
den formation near Brixton, Isle of Wight, appears, as regards

its dermal covering, to have been one of the most heavily

armed of these old dragons. Its body was protected by a series

of long, laterally-compi'essed, and more or less acutely triangu-

lar osseous spines, and also by niimerous plain and keeled

scutes ; whilst the pelvic region was covered by a large shield

or carapace of thick bone firmly united to the vertebrse and
ribs, like the carapace in a turtle. The tail was also protected

by strong bony dermal scutes.

Many of ihe limb-bones and vertebrae of the back and tail

were found associated with the spines, but no remains of the

neck or head.

The bases of the spines are broad and asymmetrical, show-
ing that they were arranged in one or moi'e rows on either side

of the central line of the back. The lai'gest of these spines

exhibited measures ten inches in breadth, and in height thirteen

inches.

We are mainly indebted to the researches of Prof. Huxley
and Mr. J. W. Hulke for a knowledge of Hypsilophodon Foxiy

a small Dinosaur from the Wealden, about 4 feet in length.

The animal has four large and poAverful dig'its to the hind
foot, and a small rudimentary fifth outer toe; an extremely
small fore foot (or manus), with four digits and a fifth rudi-

mentary one. The sharj^-pointed and curved ung'ual phalanges
indicate that it was probably arboreal and rock-climbing in

its habits. The sides of the crowns of the teeth are finely-

serrated, and repeat in miniature the serrations of the crown
of the teeth of Iguanodon. Hypsilophodon was destitute of any
dermal armour. Remains of parts of several individuals have
been met with at Brixton, in the Isle of Wight.

" Mantell's Iguanodon."—This is one of the largest of the

great extinct land-reptiles, some of which certainly rivalled the
elephant in bulk. The femui- (thig-h bone) alone measured 4
to 5 feet in length. The fore-limbs were very short, so that it

is almost certain that it did not make use of them constantly
for progression on the ground, but could I'eadily raise itself into

an upright position, the weight of its body being counter-

balanced by its long and ponderous tail, although it was far too

bulky to progress by leaping, after the manner of a kangaroo.
The slab in the centre of Case 6 contains a great portion of the
skeleton of a young individual of Iguanodon Mantelli from
Bensted's Kentish Rag quany at Maidstone, in which the

disproportion of the fore and hind limb is well shown. It will

be seen that the bones of the ai-m and fore-arm (humerus, and
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radius and ulna) are barely half tbe length of the thigh and Wall-oase,

shin bone (femur and tibia). This difference between the leg No. 6.

and arm seems to have been a marked feature in a large Table-case,
No. 15.

Fig. 23.—Eestored skeleton, greatly reduced, of Tguanodon Bernissariensis (Boulenger)

;

from the Wealden of Bemissart, Belgium (scale about y\ nat. size). A reproduction

of the original, which is preserved in the Koyal Museum of Natural History, Brussels,

is placed in the centre of the Reptile Gallery.

Fig. 24.—Outer^view of four lower teeth of Iguanodon in fragment of jaw, showing
unworn condition of teeth. From the Wealden of the Isle of Wight.

number of Dinosaurs, as may be well seen in Hypsilophodon,

Compsognafhus, and many others.

Of the larger species of Iguanodon, I. Bernissartensis, a repro-

duction of the entire skeleton is placed in the middle of the

gallery, and a separate cast of the skull is also exhibited. The
height of the skeleton as mounted is about 14 ft., and its length

about 25 ft. The great difference in size between the fore and
hind limbs noticed above is well shown. The original specimen
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is preserved iu the Royal Museum of Natural History, Brussels,

and is one of twenty-three more or less complete skeletons dis-

Fio. 25.

—

Iguanodon Bernissartenais (Boulengcr). Posterior view of a dorsal vertebra;

Wealdeu. Isle of Wight.

Fig. 26.—(a), Outer view
;

(b), Profile of Tooth of It/uunodon (natural size), Wealdeu,
Isle of Wight.

'

covered at Bernissart in Belgium. Remains of this species

from the Wealden of Sussex, and the Isle of Wight are exhibited

in Wall-case 5.
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Remains of other species are exhibited iu Wall-case 4a.

Numerous foot-prints of these animals have been found in

the Wealden deposits of Hastings, and are exhibited in Gallery

No. 11, Wall-case No. 8.

In all cases only the impressions of the h.ind-foot are seen,

so that there can be little doubt that the mounted skeleton

correctly represents the position of the reptile when walking.

The Iguanodon was vegetarian in its diet, as is proved Iguanodon.

by its teeth, which correspond with, those of the living and "Wall-cases,

vegetable-feeding Iguana of S. Anaei'ica. Nos.4a, 5,

Their teeth are not unfrequently found worn down at the

crown, like the molar teeth of the herbivorous mammalia at the

present day. They were implanted in partially distinct sockets,

and a succession of teeth always growing up from beneath,

replaced the woi-n-down stumps. The teeth are curved and
leaf-shaped, and the edges are elegantly serrated, a character

peculiar to all the vegetable - feeding Dinosaurs, such as

Acanthopholis, Scelidosaurus, &c. (see Figs. 24 and 26).

Table-case,
No. 15.

No. 15.

Fig. 27.—Left lateral aspect of skull oi Iguanodon Bernissartensis (Boulenger) ; from the
Wealden of Bernissart, BelBium (much reduced). The anterior aperture in the skull

is the nares (nostril), the middle one the orbit, and the large posterior one, the lateral

temporal fossa. The predentary bone is seen at the extremity of the mandible
(after Dollo).

The genus Orthomerus (Seeley), an Iguanodont, and a species Table-case,

of Megalosaurus, from the tipper Chalk of Maestricht, appear, so

far as yet known, to be the most recent, and probably the last

representatives in Europe in geological time of the great group
of terrestrial Dinosaurs. Both species are founded upon a few
long bones of limbs in the collection, and assuming them to

have belonged to fully adult animals, their small proportions,

when compai-ed with those of their predecessors, probably
indicates degeneration in an expiring race.
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Table-case,
No. 16.

In the genus TracJiodon, of Leidy, all the dorsal vertebrjB

are opisthocoeloiis (hollow behind), with low arches, on which
the rib-facet rises to the summit of the neural platform ; the

centra are moderately compressed and wedge-shaped, with a
haemal carina. The teeth are simplei- than in Iguanodon, with
lozenge-shaped crowns, the inferior surface of the root of each
tooth being grooved for the reception of the summit of the

tooth below. In T. cantahrigiensis the crowns of the teeth are

relatively broader than in T. Foulki, from New Jersey (see

Figures 28, A, B, c)

.

The following are ofuncertain affinities, namely:

—

Echinodon,
which was a large saurian probably of aquatic habits. The teeth

were flat, broadly pointed, and the upper edges strongly serrated,

hence the name "prickly-tooth." A more formidable saurian

Nuthetes.

Fig. 23.— (a) lateral, and (n) profile views of a tooth of Trachoilmi cantdbrifiansU
(I.ydekker), Greensand, Cambridge; (c), tooth of Trachodon Foulici (Leidy), Upper
Cretaceous ofNew Jersey, U.S.A.

from the same deposit is the Nuthetes destrtictor. The teeth are

flat, recurved, and finely serrated on their anterior and posterior

margins, like miniature teeth of Megalosanriis which they
resemble.

Order IV.—SQUAMATA (Scale-covered Reptiles).

This order is largely represented by forms living at the
present day, as it includes the true Lizards, the Chameleons,
and the Serpents, and in the Cretaceous epoch by the great

extinct Mosasaurians. In this order the body may be either

short, with well developed limbs and a distinct tail, as in the
Lizards ; or it may be extremely elongated without any external

trace of limbs, and passing gradually into the tail, as in the

Snakes. As a rule, the whole body and limbs are covered with,

overlapping hoi-ny scales, and these may be underlain by an
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armour of bony dermal scutes. The limbs may be adapted for

walking on land, or modified into paddles for swimming. In

the skull the proximal end of the quadrate bone is more or less

movably articulated ; the lower temporal arcade is wanting

;

the post-orbital is generally fused with the post-frontal ; the

palate is more or less open, the pterygoids being nearly always

separated by an intei-val from one another, and the premaxillae

ai-e frequently united. The vertebrte are generally procoelons

("concave in front), although more rarely they are amphicoelous

(bi-concave). True abdominal ribs are never developed. The
carpus has but a single centrale, and the precoracoid process is

often well marked.

Sub-order 1.—Ophidia (Serpents).

Serpents are rarely met with in a fossil state, but a few
such remains have been obtained from the Tertiary rocks. The
earliest Ophidian represented in the Collection is the Palceopliis

Fig. 29.—Vertebrae of Palceopliis Uiplueas (Owen), from the Lower Eocene, Sheppey.
A, haemal; b, anterior; and c, left lateral views of a trunk vertebra, wanting most
of Ihe neural spine ; zs, zygosphene ; c, costal articulation.

toKapicus, a serpent about 12 feet in length, obtained fi-om the

London Clay of Sheppey ; from the Middle Eocene of Brack-
lesham we have a still larger form, the Palceophis typJiceus, a boa-

constrictor-like snake, considered to be marine, that attained a

length'of 20 feet, and also a smaller species, P. porcatiis.

A 1! c

Serpents.
Table-case,
No. 3.

Paleeophis.

Fig. 30.— (A) Hjemal, (B) Anterior, (C) left lateral views of a trunk-vertebra of
Paleryx rhomhifer (Owen), from the Eocene Phosphorites of Caylux, France.

c, costal articulation; zs, zygosphene.

The Upper Eocene sands of Hordwell have yielded numei'ous Paleryx.

vertebrae of snakes, but of a much smaller size, namely, Paleryx
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Lizards.
Table-case,
No. 3.

rhomhifer and P. depressus. Others are recorded from the

Miocene of ffiningen and the Lignites of Bonn-on-the-Rhine, and
are exhibited in this case.

Sub-order 2.

—

Lacertilia (Lizards).

The earliest known member of the large group of existing

Lacertian reptiles is Macellodus (with which Saurillns is pro-

bably identical, or closely allied), mostly known by jaws and teeth

from the Piirbeck beds of Swauage, Dorset, a small lizard with
pleurodont dentition, dermal scutes, and proccelous vertebrae.

Coniasanrus, with expanded teeth, occurs in the Chalk of

Kent and Sussex. Several genera of lizards are represented in

the Tertiaries of France and America. Remains of a species of

Iguana occur in the Eocene Phosphorites of France, and the

Middle Eocene of Hordwell, Hampshire.

ff3
.wi.Taa!Xi.)Pf\J^iXi> î^^^J',

Fig. 31.—(A) Outer, and (B), inner views of the left dentary bone of an Anguoid
Lizard ; from the Eocene Phosphorites of Caylux, France. \.

The Anguiditi (Slow-worms) are represented by several

genera from Gers in France (Middle Miocene), and from Rott,

near Bonn (Lower Miocene); from Steinheim, Bavaria; and
from Eno-land and North America.

Fig. 32.—(A) RiRht Maxilla; (B) Anterior, and (C) Posterior views of a dorsal

vertebra of V'aranus bmyalensis (T>&Viim), Pleistocene, Madras. \.

The Varanidoi (Monitors) are represented by a very large

form Megalania, from Queensland, Australia, and by Vara)ius
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sivalensis from the Siwalik Hills of India. Fragments of jaws,

vertebra;, etc., referred to Varanus henjalensis, from caves, Kar-
nul. Madras, are preserved in the collection. Similar specimens
have been described by Mr. Lydekker {see Palseontologialndica).

From the Chalk of Sussex and Kent have been obtained
several examples of the snake-like lizard Dolichosaurus longicoUis,

and an allied genvis Aigialosatinis is represented in the collection

by a fine specimen of a nearly complete skeleton from the Cre-

taceous of the Island of Lesina, Dalmatia.

Dolicliosau-
rus.

Sob-order 3.—Pythonomorplia.

The Mosasauridce were carnivorous marine reptiles, fre- Wall-case,

quently of great size, and ranging in time from the Upper ^°- '^'

Greensand to the uppermost Cretaceous beds, and having a

I t

Fig. 33.—Right pectoral limb of a Mosasauroid reptile, Platecarpus, sp.

Cretaceous strata of North America. ^V nat. size (after Marsh.)
a, scapula; 6, coracoid; c, humerus; d, radius ; and e, ulna.

world-wide distribution. The body was much elongated ; the
skull offers a strong resemblance to the Varanidce amongst the
lizards, and has the nasal and premaxillae welded together ; the
quadrates very loosely articulated ; teeth on the pterygoids as

well as in the jaws, and frequently ossifications in the sclerotic

of the eye. The teeth are large and sharp, and anchylosed by
expanded bases to the summits of the jaws. The clavicles are

always, and the iuterclavicles and sacrum generally, wanting.
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"Wall-case,
No. 7.

The limbs are modified into paddles with no claws to the
terminal phalangeals and no foramen to the humerus. The
majority of forms were devoid of dermal scutes.

Fig. 34.—Superior aspect of the oranium of Plotecarpus curtirostris (Cope) ; from the
Upper Cretaceous of N. America (greatly reduced), pmx, premaxilla; jhx, maxilla;
fr, frontal

; j;/-/, prefrontal (after Cope).

Mosasau-
rus.

Fig. 35.—Lateral and piotile views of a lower tooth of liodon, sp.

from the Upper Cretaceous of Maestricht, Holland, \.

These great aquatic lizard-like reptiles, known as the
Mosasaurus, Liodon, etc., once inhabited the shoi'es of the sea in

which the uppermost Chalk, or Maestricht beds, wei-e deposited,

and theii' powerful jaws, ai-med with great grooved, recurved,
conical teeth, their vei'tebrje and various other skeletal remains
have been obtained from St. Peter's Mount, near Maestricht,
Holland, and from the Chalk of Norfolk and Kent. Remains
of over forty species have been found in the Cretaceous rocks
of New Jersey, Kansas, &c., in North America. One of

these, the Mosasaurus princeps, is computed to have been 75 to

80 feet long. The paddles, which were four in number, each
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with five digits, liad a remarkable resemblance to the "flippers " Wall-case,

of a whale {see Fig. 33). ^°- 7-

Fig. 36.

—

The imperfect skull of Mosasaurus Comperi (Meyer), from the
Upper Cretaceous of Maestrlcht, Holland (much reduced).

Order V.—RHYNCHOCEPHALIA (Beak-headed Lizards).

This order has only one living representative, the genus Wall-case,

Sphenodon {Hatteria), from 'New Zealand. Its earliest known ^°' ®'

ancestor, PalceohaUeria, dates from the Permian. In external

appearance the Rhynchocephalians were lizard-like animals.

They have the quadrate bone of the skull immovably fixed by
the proximal extremity to the pterygoid, the palate is closed

anteriorly by the median union of the pterygoids which ex-

tend to the vomers ; the premaxillao are never united. The
teeth are acrodont, being ancbylosed to the jaws. Abdominal
ribs are always present.

Under the name of Hhynchosaurus articeps, Sir Richard Rhyncho-

Owen described and figured, in 1842, a very interesting reptile saurus.

from the fine-grained white Triassic sandstone of the Grinsill Wall-case,

quarries near Shrewsbury (Trans. Cambridge Phil. Soc, vol.

vii., part iii., p. 355, pi. 5 and 6). The vertebra are biconcave,

but whilst in some characters of the processes they resemble
recent lizards, in others they present characters like those of the

Dinosauria. The skull presents the form of a four-sided pyranrid

compressed laterally ; it is also remarkable for the beak-like

prolongation of the premaxillaries, which are pointed and re-

curved, and may have been encased in a horny sheath, like the

mandible of a bird of prey. It had also, like the still existing

New Zealand lizard Sphenodon (Hatteria), to which it is closely

allied, two rows of minute acrodont teeth, united to a sharp
edge of the maxillary and palatine bones respectively, between
which the teeth of the lower jaw fit in a longitudinal groove.
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Wall-case,
No. 8.

Hyperoda-
pedon.

Wall-case,
No. 8.

This cliaracter was unknown until a few years ago, when a skull

in the collection, having the mandibles in natural position, was
skilfully developed from the matrix, and revealed the fact.

The biconcave form of the vertebrae, stenaal and abdominal ribs,

and general characters of the limbs, also show the near affinity

of this ancient extinct land- lizard to its living representative.

Fig. 37.—Skull of Hyperodapedon Gordoni (Huxley), Triassic Sandstone, Lossiemouth,
Elgin, Morayshire, Scotland Q nat. size). A, upper surface of skull; B, palatal
aspect of skull ; C, under side ot front of lower jaw ; Pinx, preniaxillary bone

;

Mx, maxillary; Pi, palatal teeth; Md, mandibles; 0, orbit. N, anterior nares

:

6', supratemporal fossa ; 6'', lateral temporal fossa.

Another form, but of much larger jDroportions, named by
Prof. Huxle}', Hyperodapedon, has been obtained from the
Triassic sandstone of Elgin, Moi'ayshire, Scotland, having the
same compressed broadly triangular form of skull, with the
orbits directed upwards and the premaxillaries prolonged into a
sharp recurved beak, like Ithynchosaurus, which, also may have
been encased in a horny sheath.

The dentition is very peculiar, the maxillary and palatine

bones being provided with several rows of well-developed low
conical teeth closely set, and so arranged posteriorly as to foi'm

a deep longitudinal groove between two or more rows of teeth
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on eacli side for the reception of the marginal teeth of the

mandible; these teeth are small and closely arranged, and wear
by attrition with the upper teeth into a sharp cutting edge.

There is also present on the inner side of the mandible a series

of large and obtuse teeth.

The fine specimen of Hyperodapedon Gordoni exhibited from
Elgin shows the head, neck, and body region, and some of the

limb-bones in fair preservation, but the whole of the caudal

region is absent. It was a terrestrial reptile, and attained a

length of six or seven feet, and does not appear to have been
armed with scutes or spines, but there are traces of wrinkled
(skin) markings on the slab near the vertebra).

A much larger species, named jE[yperodap)edon Suxleyi, has
been obtained from the Triassic deposits of Maleri, India, of

which a good series of the jaws is exhibited. It is computed to

have attained a length of 17 ft.

Prof. Huxley remarks ("Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc," vol. xliii.,

1887) that this order had already attained its greatest

degree of specialization as early as the Trias ; Hyperodapedon
being in all respects a more modified form than Sphenodon. It

appears therefore to be probable that in the Permian, or perhaps
still earlier, there must have existed Lizards differing less from
the existing' geniis than either Hyperodapedon or Rhynchosaurus

.

Aphelosaurus, from the Permian, France, is also placed here.

From the Trias of Elgin in Scotland, we have the very small
Lacertian, the Leptopleuron (Telerpeton) , not exceeding seven
inches in length.

The Saurosternon is another small form of Triassic lizai'd,

from the reptiliferous sandstones of South Africa.

The Fleurosauridce are typically represented hj Pleurosaur^Ls,

of the Lithographic stone of Bavaria, which is a medium-sized
Lizard characterized by the extreme elongation of the body (in

which there are a great number of presacral vertebrEe), and the

skull IS long a,nd narrow, with slit-like nares. Anguisaurus and
Acrosaurus, of the same deposits, belong to this family, but
it is not certain that they are really distinct from the type
genus.

From the same horizon mIso we have Sapheosaurus, Ardeo-
satirus and Homceosaurus.

Wall-case,
No. 8.

Wall-case,
No. 8.

Order VI.—PROTEROSAURIA.

To this order is referred a reptile named Froterosaurns Proterosau-
Speneri, from the Permian " Copper-slates " of Thuringia. ^^s.

Though capable of progression on land, it was evidently of Wall-case,

aquatic habits, feeding upon the Pala^oniscidce and other fishes,

which abounded in the seas of that period.
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Wall-case,
No. 14,
Table-cases,
Nos. 4 and 5.

Order VII.—ICHTHYOSAURIA (Fish-Lizards).

These great marine carnivorous reptiles had very short

necks (see Woodciit, Fig. 43), probably not visible at all ex-

FiG. 38.—Left lateral aspect of the skull of Ichthyosaurus communis (Conybeare); from
the Lower Lias, Lyme Regis, Dorset (about i nat. size). The body was entirely devoid
of any hard exo-skeleton.

Fi<3. 39.—Left lateral and anterior aspects of the centrum of an early posterior dorsal
vertebra of Ichthi/nsaurui trigoinis (Owen); Kimmeridge Clay, Stanton, a, upper,
b, lower costal tubercle.

Fig. 40.—The centrum of an anterior dorsal \srtehxdiOf Ichthyosaurus cnthcciodon (Hulke);
Kimmeridge Clay, Wilts, a, section: b, anterior aspect; c, left lateral aspect.

ternally. The vertebrtB are numerous and deeply biconcave (see

Fig. 40, A). They are primarily divisible into a precaudal
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and a caudal series without any differentiated sacrum, the pre-
caudals have an upper and a lower costal or rib-tubercle on
the centrum ; the caudals have a single tubercle ; the neural
arches are attached by synchondrosis (by cartilage or gristle) to
the flat surfaces on the centra. Intercentra are present between
the skull and atlas, the atlas and axis, and the axis and the third
vertebrte. The precaudal ribs are double-headed. Ribs are
present in the caudal region ; the chevrons are not united below.
Abdominal ribs are present, but there is no sternum. There are
clavicles and a T-shaped interclavicle present in the pectoral
girdle ; the coracoids do not overlap, there is no ossified pre-

"Wall-case,
No. 14.
Table-cases
Nog. 4, 5.

Fig. 41.—Left lateral aspect of skull of Ichthyosaurus latifrons (KGnig), from the
Lower Lias of Barrow-on-Soar, Leicestershire, i nat. size.

coracoid. The pelvis is weak, the iliac bones are not connected
with the vertebrae, and there is an open obturator notch. The skull

has very large orbits, and the eyes were surrounded by a ring

of broad bony (sclerotic) plates. The jaws are elongated, and
armed with powerful teeth implanted in grooves. The hand and
foot are modified into fin-like organs, composed of short polygonal

ang

Fig. 42.—A, superior, and B, right lateral aspect of the skull of Ichthyosaurus setland-
icii.s (Seeley) from the Upper Lias of Normandy (reduced). Pmx, premaxilla; Mx,
maxilla; N, nares; Na, nasal; Fr, frontal; I'rf, prefrontal; Pf/, postfrontal ; Pa,
parietal; /, jugal; QnJ quadratojugal; Sq, squamosal; St, supratemporal ; Par,
postorbital ; A, orbit; S, supratemporal fossa; Sd, sclerotic; Md, mandible; d,
dentary ; op, splenial ; ang. angular ; k, articular (after Zittel), J nat. size.

bones, arranged in five closely approximated rows, with super-
numerary rows of marginal ossicles added (see Figs. 45 and 46).

The largest entire Ichthyosaurus is from Lyme Regis, and
measures 22 feet in length and 8 feet across the expanded
paddles ; but detached heads and parts of skeletons prove that
they often attained a far larger size than this.

(1876) 4
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In some of the Iclithyosaurs the jaws are prolonged into a Gallery,

long and slender rostrum ; others have short and robust heads, ^^ ^^'

and jaws armed with large teeth. A most perfect example of jj-q_ {q^
'

the long and slender-jawed form of Ichthyosaicrus tenuirostris,

from the Lower Lias of Street, Somerset, was presented in 1884,

by Alfred Gillett, Esq., of Street, Somerset.

Of Ophthahnosaurus icenicus a fine shoulder-girdle and
paddle obtained by Mr. Leeds from the Oxford clay near

Peterborough are mounted in Wall-case 14. In this genua
and in Baptanodon from N. America three bones articulate

with the distal end of the humerus, and some diversity of

opinion exists as to their homology. Marsh and Hulke cor-

relate them as in Ichthyosaurus, with the radius, inter-

medium, and ulna ; Seeley terms them radius, ulna, and
olecranon ; whilst Baur considers that they represent the radius,

ulna, and pisiform.

Wall-case,
No. 14.

Fig. 44.

—

(a) Lateral and (b) profile views of a tooth of Icldhyosaiirus jilatijodon (C0B7-
beare); Lower Lias, Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire, (c) Tooth of ^c/i(A^oi-ait/'iis communis
(Conybeare) ; Lower Lias, Lyme Regis, Dorset.

It has been shown by Baur that the Ichthyopterygia
have almost certainly taken their origin from terrestrial or

amphibious ancestors. The structure of the limb in the more
generalized species of Ichthyosaurus indicates that the pectoral
limb consists primarily of only four digits, the first digit being un-
represented, and the fourth and fifth arising in the usual manner
from the uhiare. The additional rows of phalangeals in the
more specialized forms it is suggested are due to a splitting up
of the radial (2nd) and intermedial (3rd) digits, the presence of

4 2
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Wall-case,
No, 14.

Table-cases,
Nos. 4, 5.

two centralia in the carpus of these higher forms is therefore an
acquired and not an inherited character.

The structure of the palate is essentially the same as in

Sphe7iodon. There is a remarkable resemblance between the

Ichthyopterygia and the Rhynchocephalia in the structure of

the jDectoral arch, in the presence in both of abdominal ribs ; in

the similar position of the parietal foramen in the cranium, and
the relation of the quadratojugal to the surrounding bones. In
both there is the same absence of a lateral vacuity in the

mandible.

m^

Fig. 45.

—

(a) Ventral aspect of the left pectorallimb oiIchtJt}/osavrusConi/beari(Lyde\LkeT);

Lower Lias, Lyme Regis (J nat. size). /(, humerus; r, radius ; m, ulna; i, inter-

medium. The vertical lines show the relative lengths of the limb and the skull, the

longer line being that of the skull. The notches in the anterior border of the first

row of phalangeals are omitted, (b) Dorsal aspect of the left pectoral limb of

Ichthyosnurus communis (Conybeare) ; Lower Lias, Lyme Eegis. The letters and lines

are the same as in Fig. A.

The teeth are confined to the jaws and are implanted in a

continuous groove, without anchylosis of the bone. Their crowns

are sharply pointed, and they are usually cylindrical and deeply

fluted, more rarely carinated, compi-essed, or smooth {see Fig.

44 A, B, c).
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The humerus and femur are relatively short, hue the radius Wall-cases,

and tibia are still shorter, and may be reduced to oblong bones No. 14.

in which the breadth is greater than the length. The humerus Table-cases,

has no foramen. Usually the anterior pair of (pectoral) paddles ^°^'
' '

is the larger (see Figs. 45 A, B; and 46 A, B). The humerus
and femur in this order are unique in that, instead of having

convex condyles for the articulation of the fore-arm (I'adius and
ulna) they present distinct concavities for their reception.

Fig. 46.—(a) Dorsal aspect of the left pectoral, and (b) ventral aspect of the right pelvic

limb of rchthj/osauriis mttrmallus (Conybeare) ; Lower Lias, Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire.

A. h, humerus; r, radius; «, ulna ; r 1, radiale ; i, intermedium; u\, ulnare; c 1,

c2, centralia; B./, femur; .t, tibia; ./, fibula; il, tibiale; /I, flbulare; i, inter-

medium.

These old marine lizards mixst have exercised the same
repressive action over the teeming animal population of the old

Liassic seas that the sharks do iu our seas at the pi'esent day.

They existed during the long period of geological time repre-

sented by the several formations extending from the Upper
Trias and Rhastic to the Chalk inclusive {see Table of Stratified

Rocks, p. x.) , but they occur in the greatest abundance, both as
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See also
GaUery XI,
Wall-cases,
Nos. 12 and
18.

Narrow
Gallery V.

Tortoises
and Turtles

Wall-cases,
Nos. 11 and
12.

Table-cases,
Nos. 19, 20,
21.

regards individuals and species, and also in tlie most perfect

preservation, in the Lias formation. Geographically, they

enjoyed an exceedingly wide range of distribution, their remains

having been discovered in the Arctic regions, in Europe, India,

Ceram, North America, the East Coast of Africa, Australia, and

New Zealand. Nearly entire skeletons of both young and

adult animals have been obtained from beds of Liassic age with

but few of the bones displaced, as may be seen by many
specimens in the Wall-case.

Order VIII.—CHELONIA (Tortoises and Turtles).

The Chelonia are exhibited in two wall-cases and three

table-cases placed in the West Corridor (No. 5 on Plan), which
connects the Mammalian with the Reptilian Galleries.

A.

Fig. 47.

—

a. Carapace of Trionyx Gei-gensi (Meyer), from the Lower Miocene of the Mayenc*
Basin, i uat. size ; nu, nuchal ; ei to cS, ccstals ; vil to «7, neurals. b. The fourth right

costal plate with the sculpture drawn oc a larger scale.
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Here are placed the fossil remains of the order Chelonia, Wall-cases,

most largely represented at the present day, including the ^°^"^^ * ^^»

Tortoises and Turtles, a group of reptiles in which the verte- cases
hraa and ribs are immovable, being combined with the external Nos. 19, 20'

coat of bony plates, closely connected by interlocking sutui-es, ^^

Fig. 48. — Outline of the Carapace, or dorsal

shield, of Hardella Thurgi (Gray), reduced.
«M, nuchal; 7il-?i8, neurals; cl-c8, costals; spy,

1 & 2, suprapygals; py, pygals ; toI-imII, mar-
ginals. In both these figures the outlines of the
bones have wavy sutures, the firm dark lines show
the outlines of the overlying horny shields.

Fig. 49. — The plastron, or ventral shield, of

Cachuga tectum (Gray), reduced; ep., epiplastral

bone; en(j)., entoplastral bone ; Ti^/.p., hyoplastral

bone ; xp., xiphiplastral bone ; g, gular .shield

;

hum., humeral; pec, pectoral; o.b., abdominal;
fern., femoral ; and an., anal shields.

The originals of Figs. 48 and 49 are both from the Pliocene, Siwalik Hills, India.

enclosing the entire body of the animal. This box-like

envelope is covered with leathery skin or horny shields ; one

kind of which is called " tortoise-shell," and is made into

combs, &c. There are no teeth, the jaws being encased in a

horny beak, the sharp edges of which serve instead for

dividing the food.

The Chelonians are found living at the present day on land,

in fresh water, and in the sea ; they are all oviparous, depositing

their eggs in the sand, to be hatched by the wannth of the sun.

Some recent Turtles' eggs from Ascension, cemented together Wall-case

and fossilized in shell-sand by deposition of lime (produced ^°* ^^•

through the rapid evaporation of the sea-water by the sun's

heat), are exhibited in Wall-case, No. 12.
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F-^/t

F:g. 50.—Frontal aspect of the cranium of

Rhinochelys cantahriciiensis (Lydekker)

;

from the Greensand, Cambridge. \. pmx,
premaxilla ; 7)w, maxilla ; na, nasal; p.fr,
prefrontal

; fr, frontal
;

pt. fr, postfrontal

;

pa, parietal (the cranium is imperfect
posteriorly).

pTTLOl

Fig. 51.—Frontal aspect of the cranium of

Argillnchebis ontifjua (Konig) ; from the Lon-
don Clay of Sheppey, }. pmx, premaxilla;
riix, maxilla ; qj, quadratojugal

; ^;-/, pre-
frontal

; fr, frontal
; ptf, postfrontal

;
par,

parietal.

Fio. 52.—The carapace of Ificoria tricminata.
var. sivalennis (Lydekker), ^ nat. size. Pliocene,

Siwalik Hills, India. (The dotted lines indicate the
bony sutures, the dark lines the hnrny shields.)

Fig. 53.—The plastron, or ventral shield, of

Pleumsternum BuUockt (Owen), from the Purbeck
beds of Swanage, Dorset. About i nat. size; ig.,

intergular shield ; in.t.p., niesoplastron ; the rest of
the letters and explanation as in Fig. 49.

Tertiary and-Secondaby Chelonia.
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Fig. 54.

—

a, Frontal, and b, Palatal aspects of the cranium of a young individual of

Argillochebjs cuneiceps (Owen), from the London Clay of Sheppey. 'puix, premaxilla

;

mx, maxiUa; pt, pterygoid; €^)^ ectopterygoid process of the pterygoid; bo, basi-

occipital; a, occipital shield; 6, paraoccipital shield ; c, interparietal shield; d,

fiontal shield. J nat. size.

Fig. 55.—The imperfect carapace of Plcsiocheli/s valdensis (Lydekker) ; Wealden, Isle of

Wight (i nat. size). ;ii(, nuchal bone ; '/il-;i7, neural bones; cl-c7, costal bones.

Teetiaet and Secondary Chelonia.
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The collection is particularly rich in remains of Chelonians
from the Purbeck beds of Swanage, Dorset, the Chalk, Gault, and
Greensand of England, the Maestricht beds of Holland, the

Eocene Tertiaries of Harwich, Sheppey, Hampshire, the Isle of

Wight, and other localities.

The last surviving species of Chelonian indigenous to England
was the Mai-sh Tortoise, JEniys orbicularis, Linn., whose remains
have been found in fluviatile deposits of Post-Pliocene age at

Mundesley and East Wretham Fen, in Norfolk (see "Geol, Mag."
1879, p. 304), once common over a large part of Europe and still

living in the South of Europe, in Asia and Algeria.

Some of the old gigantic land-tortoises (of which a few only

survive) inhabited Mauritius, the Seychelles, and other islands

Fig. 56.—Dorsal aspect of Ihe carapace of Plati/chelys Obcrndorferi (^Vfagaer).
graphic stone (= Lr. Kimmeridgian), Kelheim, Bavaria. 4 nat. size.

Litho-

Chelonia.
West Cor-
ridor, No.
on Flan.

of the Indian Ocean and the Galapagos Islands in the Pacific.

Like the Dodo, they have been gradually extei'minated by the
hand of man.

Two fine specimens of a very large extinct land-tortoise

(Testudo Grandidieri) obtained from Cave-deposits in S.W.
Madagascar are exhibited in Table-cases, Nos. 20 and 21.

The largest of the fossil forms (a restored cast of which is

placed on a stand in the centre of Narrow Gallery No. V) is
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the Testudo from the Siwalik Hills of India. The detached Wall-case

fragments of this great carapace are placed in the Wall-case. No. 13.

These old land-tortoises, so remarkable for the magnitude they

Fig. 57.—Carapace of Clielon,^ (?) Benstedi (Mantell); Lower Chalk, Burham, Kent.

(Figured in " Phil. Trans.," 1841, pis. XI and XII.)

attained, had extremely long necks and small heads ; they were

all vegetable-feeders.

Several smaller species of Chelonians are also exhibited from Wall-case,

the same Indian locality.

Fig. 58.

—

a. The Skull, and b, the Tail-sheath of the great Horned Chelonian, Uliolania
Oweni (A. S. Woodw.), from the Newer Tertiary deposits of Australia. Much reduced.

In Wall-case II, are placed the remains of a remarkable Miolania
extinct Chelonian, named Miolania Oweni, from Australia, Oweni.

having nine horn-like prominences on its skull, which measured
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Wall-case,
No. 11.

1 foot 10-|- inches in breadth. The skull, at first glance, looks
like that of some flat-headed form of ox ; but the bones are
altogether dissimilar, and the jaws are without teeth.

Other i-emains were sent over in 1880, showing that it

possessed a tail encased in a horny sheath (see Fig. 58, b), so

like the armour-plated tail of the great extinct non-banded
Armadillo (Glyjptodon) frora South America, that had the tail

arrived before the head and vertebrae had been received, it

might well have been cited to prove the former existence of

the Glyptodon in Australia (see " Phil. Trans." 1858, 1880, and
1881). Still further evidence of another species of horned
Chelonians, named Miolania platyceps by Owen, has been
obtained from a coral sandstone foi'mation on Lord Howe Island,

700 miles from the coast of Australia, whence the first specimens
were obtained.

Eosphaiiris.

Wall-case,
No. 12,

Fig. 59.—Skeleton of the Logger-head Turtle, Tlialcmochehjs caretta (Linn. sp.).

^, Here are placed the remains of the great Chelone JSoffmanni,
from the Chalk of Maestiicht. The Eospliargis gigas, whose
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head and some otlier parts of the skeleton may be seen Wall-case
and compared, is from the London Clay of Sheppey, and No. 12.

repi'esents a still larger form related to the living Leathery
Turtle. These were true marine turtles, like the " Logger-
head " Turtle of the present day (Fig. 59).

Fig. 60.—Fragment ot Carapace of PsepJwdei-ma alijinum, Meyer ; Trias, Bavaria
(I nat. size).

The oldest Chelonians known are the Ghelytherium obscurum,
Meyer, and Progcmochelys Queustedti, Baur, from the Triassic
sandstones, Stuttgart.

Of the fifty-two genera and one hundred and thirty-one
species or varieties of fossil Chelonians named in the collection,

only eighteen genera and ten species can be with certainty
correlated with living forms ; whilst for the reception of a
few of the more remarkable extinct forms, such as Miolania
and Pelobatochelys, special families have been constituted.

Wall-case,
No. 11.

Order IX.—SAUROPTERYGIA.

In this extinct order the body has no exoskeleton ; the
neck is more or less elongated, and the tail short. In the skull
the nares, or nostrils, are lateral and placed near the orbits.

The premaxilloG are very large, and there is a well-developed
parietal foramen in the adult. The symphysis of the mandible
is united by a suture (Fig. 63) . The teeth are implanted in
distinct sockets and confined to the margins of the jaws ; they
have curved sharp crowns with fluted enamel. Each rib articu-
lates to a single vertebra ; the facets for the cervical ribs may be
either single or double, and are situated entirely on the
centrum. The vertebrae are amphicoelous (concave at both
ends). The neck may have as many as from 21 to 44 vertebrEe.

A few of the vertebrae behind the cervicals have the ribs arti-

culating partly on the arch and pai'tly on the centrum : these
have been named pectoi'al vertebrte. The ribs attached to the
dorsal vertebrse have the articulation entirely on the arch,
which generally forms an elongated transverse pi-ocess. The

Gallery IV.
Wall-cases,
9, 10, 13.,.^
Table-cases,
6, 7, 8.
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Wall-case,
No. 13.

Table-cases,
Nos. 6,7, 8.

Fig. 61.—Anterior and left lateral aspects of a cervical vertebra of CryptocUdiis (?)
Richardsoni (Lydekker) from the Oxford Clay, Weymouth, Dorset. ^ nat. size,
CO, rib

;
j)rz, prezygapophysis

;
ptz, postzygapophysis.

caudal vertebrae carry true ribs and also chevron bones. In
the pectoral girdle, the coracoids unite in a ventral symphysis,
and the scapulae may also meet in the median line. The limbs

Fig. 62.—Ventral aspect of the pectoral girdle of Plesiosaurus Hawkinsi (Owen), from
the Lower Lias, Street,Somerset (about J nat. size) oit.,claviculararch; sc, scapula;

poor., ventral (precoracoidal) plate of scapula ; (jl., glenoid cavity ; cor., coracoid.

(In reality the clavicular arch is wedged in between the extremities of the coracoids.)

vary, being in some genera adapted for progression on land, in

others converted into paddles suited for an aquatic existence.

The humerus and femur are always of considerable length; the

phalangeal bones aie elongated, but no additional digits are

developed. In habits the members of this order were carnivo-

rous, and either marine or terrestidal.
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Plesiosaurid^.—In Wall-cases N'os. 9 and 10, and in Table- piiosaurus.

case No. 6, are placed the remains of one of our lai-gest marine Wall-case,

reptiles, the Piiosaurus, from the Kimmeridge Clay, near Ely, ^°- ^^•

and also from Dorsetshire. We have no entire skeleton of this Table-case,

animal, but the cast of a swimmmg-paddle (the oi-iginal of

Fig. 63.—Sauropterygian mandibles, a, Peloneustcs philarchus (Seeley) ; from the
Oxford Clay, 5. b, Thaumatosauriis indicus (Lydekker) ; Upper Jurassic of India, f.
c, PUsiosauras dolickodirus (Conybeare); from tlie Lower Lias, Lyme Regis.

which is preserved in the Dorchester Museum) measures 7 feet

in length ; its jaw was 6 feet long, and one of its teeth was 15
inches in length. It had a shorter neck than the Plesiosaurus,

but was probably less fish-like in aspect than Ichthyosaurus,

which latter reptile it outrivalled in point of size.

In Wall-case 'No. 13, and in Table-cases ]S"os. 6, 7, 8, are

arranged examples of the extinct group of marine reptiles, the
Plesiosauria (see Figs. 64, 65, pp. 48, 49). They are distinguished i^q^Iq^^^^
at once by the great development of the neck, which is composed Table-cases,
of numerous vertebrae. The head is comparatively small in Nos. 6, 7, 8.

size ; the orbits are large ; the limbs being shaped externally

Plesio-
saurus.
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(1876)
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Wall-case,
No. 13.

Table-cases,
6, 7, 8.

like the flippers of a whale, and made up of 5 fingers, com-
posed of numei'ous phalanges. The jaws w^ere armed with many
simple pointed teeth inserted in distinct sockets. The most
comjDlete examples are the Plesiosaurus Hawkinsi, the PI.

Fig. 66.—a tooth of Foli/pti/chodon
interru2Hus (Owen); Greensand, Cam-
bridge.

Fig. 67.—An upper tooth of

Pelonetistes ])hilarchus (Seeley)

;

Oxford Clay, Bedford, \.

liG. GS.—rici<ios(i(nas Uairi.,,,^-, (Owen). Anterior and left lateral aspect of a late
cervical vertebra, from the Lower Lias of Lyme Eegis, Dorset; co, costal [facet;
prz, prezygapophysis

; lAz, postzygapophysig.
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robusttis, the PL laticeps, PI. macrocephalus, all in Case No. 13 ; "Wall-case,

and tlie cast of the Thauviatosaurus, fixed on the wall of ^°- ^^'

the East Corridor (No. 3 on Plan), leading to the S.E. gallery,

which is 22' 0" in length, and 14' 0" in breadth, measured
across its expanded paddles.

Fig. 69.—Skeleton of Lariosaurus Ba^sami (Curioni) ; Muschelkalk, Perledo, Lake
of Como, Italy (5 nat. size; original in the Munich Museum).

(See coloured reproduction in frame on wall.)

In Wall-case 10 are exhibited numerous more or less com-
plete skeletons of species of the genera GryptocUdus, Murceno-

saurus, and Peloneustes from the Oxford Clay of Peterborough
(Leeds Collection). In some cases the bones are so little G-allery IV.
crushed that it has been possible to mount them in their natural Glass-case

position. One nearly complete skeleton of a young Plesiosaur J' centre of

(probably GryptocUdus) from the same locality has been mounted
and placed in a separate case in the centre of gallery.

5 2
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Table-case,
No. 7.

Table-case,
No. 7.

Most of the " Sea-Dra;^ons," both the long and the short-

necked forms, were obtained from the Lias of Street, Somerset-

shire ; Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire ; Barro w-on-Soar, Leicestershire

;

Fio. 70.—Palatal aspect of the cranium of NotUosaurux mirabilis (Miinster) ; Muschelkalk^

Germany (i nat. size), -prnx, premaxilla; nar, posterior nares ; vo, vomer; mx,
maxilla; pal, palatine; pt, pterygoid ; a, ala of same ; 6, quadratic ridge

; qu, quad-

rate bone ; oc, occipital condyle. The posterior extremity of the palatine was pro-

bably formed by a transverse bone, but the suture is not visible. (Table-case, No. 17.)

and Whitby in Yorkshire ; or from the Oxford Clay of Peter-

borough and Weymouth, and the Kimmeridge Clay of Dorset-

shire ; in fact, their geological and geographical distribution

seem to have been almost identical.

Fig. 71.—Right lateral aspect of the skull of Nothosaurus mirabilis (Munster), reduced

;

from the Muschelkalk of Germany.

The LARiosADRiDiE, repi'esented by the Italian Lariosaurus

and the German genus Neusticosaurus, appear to connect the

marine Plesiosauridj] with the freshwater and teri'estrial

NoTHOSADRiD^. The skull was short, the neck relatively long ;

the humerus short, the femur elongated, and the terminal

phalangeals were furnished with claws.

Casts of Lariosaurus Balsami (Fig. 69) (see coloured cast

on wall) and two original and nearly entire skeletons of

Neusticosaurus pusilUis from the Trias of Stuttgart may be seen

in the cases.

In Nothosaunis the skull is long and narrow with the post-

orbital larger than the preorbital portion and with very long

and narrow supratemporal fossse ; the upper teeth are numerous,

and the 5th and 6th maxillary teeth much enlarged ; the
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mandibular sympliysis is of moderate length and. bears 5 teeth
;

the dorsal vertebrae have very short transverse processes.

Gonchiosaurus is closely allied to NotJiosaurus ; G. davatus Table-case
was about one half the size of N. mirahilis. No. 7.

The genus Mesosaurus, a reptile discovered in the Karoo
formation, Griqualand, S. Afi'ica, and since met with in Brazil,

is included in the same order with NotJiosaurus. One of the
most peculiar features in this genus is the separation of the
fourth and fifth tarsalia, so that each metatarsal articulates

Fig. 72.—Ventral aspect of left pectoral limb Fig. 73.—Ventral aspect of right humerus
of Mesosaurus tenuidens(J^.GtTya\i),irom of ConchiosoAirus davatus (Meyer); Mus-
the Karoo System (Trias), Griqualand West chelkalk of Nurnberg (J nat. size); enif,

(South Africa) \. ent. f., entepicondylar entepicondylar foramen ; a, ectepicondylar
foramen of humerus; r, radius; u, ulna groove.
(see Wall- case No. 8).

with a distinct tarsale. The centra of the vertebrae have a

notochordal canal, and. are small in comparison to the neui*al

arches ; while the ribs were anchylosed to the vertebrae, and were
of great thickness like those of NotJiosaurus. Abdominal ribs

were also present. The skull was much elongated, and furnished
with slender recurved teeth, implanted in distinct sockets.

Order X.—PLACODONTIA (Plate-toothed Reptiles).

The genus Gyamodus, from the Muschelkalk of Germany, Cyamodus.
offers a remarkable modification in its dentition not usually Table-case,

met with in the reptilian class, but of which the class of fishes No. 17.

affords numerous examples. The skull is as broad as it is

long, the greatest breadth being behind, whence the sides

converge to an obtuse muzzle. The temporal foss^ are the widest
and the zygomatic arches the strongest in the reptilian class,
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Placodus.

Table-case,
No. 17.

and the lower jaw presents a similar strong development of the

coronoid pi'ocess. This powerful action of the jaws for biting

and grinding relates to the form and size of the teeth, which
resemble paving-stones, and were evidently adapted to ci-aclc

the shells of Mollusca, Crustacea, and perhaps Echini also,

upon which this reptile probably subsisted.

The upper jaw contains a double series of these teeth, an
outer, or maxillary series, and an internal or palatal series

;

but the under jaw has only a single row of teeth.

Although now admitted to be a reptile, this remarkable
genus was formerly classed by Miinster and Agassiz as one

of the Pycnodont fishes.

Placodus gigas (Agassiz), A closely allied form ; ha.s a more
elongated cranium with a distinct premaxillary rostrum carrying

three chisel-like teeth on each side. It has three polygonal

Fio. H.—Cyamndus (Placndun) laticeps (Owen), a, palatal aspect ; b, frontal aspect

of cranium ; frona the Muschelkalk of Baireuth, Germany. (Table-case, No. 17.)

palatine teeth and four or five maxillary ones,

more elevated than in Cyamodus.
The cranium fs

Wall-cases,
Nos. 8, 9.

Table-cases,
Nos. 17, 18.

Order XI.—ANOMODONTIA.

In this order the limbs are adapted for walking. The
skull is comparatively short ; the quadrate bone is fixed ; a

parietal foramen is present : there is one temporal arcade

;

the nasals are large ; in the palate the pterygoids meet
together in front of the basisphenoid, which they also
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join, but diverge anteriorly ; the palatine bones are small

and placed internally to the pterygoids, as in Mammals. The
dentition is thecodont (teeth placed in distinct sockets), but

the teeth may be anchylosed to the bone. The vertebra? are

amphicoslous (concave at both ends), and in some cases the noto-

chord pierces them ; the dorsal vertebrae have long transverse

processes, and the anterior ribs articulate by double heads.

Abdominal ribs seem generally to have been absent. In the

pectoral girdle an interclavicle, clavicles, and precoracoids are

present, and a sternum was probably always developed.

In the pelvis the pubis is placed in advance of the ischium to

which it is completely united. The body of the ilium is in advance

of the acetabulum. The tarsus has one centrale,andthe phalangeal

bones of the manus and pes are typically 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, in number
as in Mammals ; the whole structure of the foot being Mammalian
in type. We are led to conclude, from recent researches, that

these animals are directly descended from the Labyrinthodont

Amphibians, more especially from the Archegosaurian family.

They are also related in all probability to Monotreme Mammals.
This order appears to be confined to the Permian and Ti'ias.

Sub-order I.—Procolophonia.

To the Anomodontia are now referred the small reptiles of Table-case,

the genus Procolophon, with a short triangular and somewhat
depressed skull ; their dentition is carnivorous btit the marginal
teeth are all alike and are completely anchylosed to the bone

;

teeth are also borne upon the vomer and the j)terygoids,

Procoloplion presents many points of resemblance to Sphenodon
and the Bhynchosauridce. The genus is met with in the Karoo
Beds (Trias), of South Africa,

Wall-case,
No. 9.

Table-case,
No. 18.

Sub-order 2.

—

Dicynodontia (Double Dog-toothed).

Family Dictnodonj'id^;.—The Dicynodonts* are a very Dicynodon.
peculiar family of reptiles from the Trias of South Africa.

The skull is massive and remarkable in form, and is furnished
with a single pair of huge sharp-pointed tusks growing down-
wards, one from each side of the upper jaw, like the tusks in

the Walrus. No other kind of teeth was developed in these
singular animals ; but the premaxillaries was confluent and
sharp-edged, and formed with the lower jaw a beak-like
mouth, probably sheathed in horn like that of the Turtles and
Tortoises. Several species have been described fi-oni the Storm-

* The genus, Dicynodon, is so called from cio, two, and kvvoCoq, canine
tooth, from the two tusk-like canines in tlie upper jaw.
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Dicynodon.

"Wall-case,
No. 9.

Table-case,
No. 18.

Oudenodon.

Table-case,
No. 18.

berg and Beaufort Beds of the Karoo series of South Africa,
and the equivalent Gondwana series of Central India. Gor-
donia and Geikia, closely related to Dicynodon, have been dis-

covered in tlie reptiliferous sandstone of Elgin, Scotland,
vi'hich seems to be of Triassic age.

In Oudenodon both jaws vrere edentulous
; the maxillse have

a sharp external beak-like ridge ; the palate has a vomerine

Fig. 75.—Palatal aspect of cranium of Dicinmdon, from the Karoo series of the Cape of

Good Hope, S. Africa. \. jmix. premaxilla ; mx, maxilla ; vn, vomer
;
paY, palatine

;

pt, pterygoid ; 6s, basisphenoid ; bo, basioccipital ; qxi, quadrate ; tr f transverse
hone?

;
ptn, posterior nares. Figure much reduced.

Dicyuodoxu

Table-case,
No. 18.

Endothio-
don.

ridge, and the general shape of the skull resembles Dicynodon.
Several species have been described by Owen, all from South
Africa.

Family Endothiodontid^.— This family includes a number
of large reptiles from the Karoo formation of the Cape, of
which the genus Endofhiodon forms the type. They are dis-

tinguished from the preceding by the presence of numerous
teeth on the palate. The skull resembles Oudenodon, but the
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muzzle is more elongated and the nares (nostrils) are terminal

and are overliung by massive nasal bones. The border of the

jaws has a cutting edge, but the surface of the palate and

Fig. 76.—Lateral views of the skulls of {A), Diciinodnn Incerticeps (Owen), and (B)

Oudenodon Baini (Owen) ; from the Karoo series, South Africa. Figures much redu(

mandible carry one or more longitudinal rows of columnar and
cylindrical teeth. The palate of Endothiodon is remarkably
mammalian in type.

SuB-ORDEK 3.—Theriodontia.

Family Tapinocephalidj^..—This family includes remains of

two large forms from the Karoo beds. South Africn, namely,
Tapinocepliahis and Titanosuchus. Their dentition indicates a

carnivorous type of reptiles. An imperfect skull, several entire

limb-bones, and vertebrge are preserved in the Collection.

Family Galksaurid^.—-Nearlv the whole of the typical

Theriodontia are included in this family. Thoyform a remark-
able group of carnivorous reptiles, first described and thus named
by Sir Richard Owen* in reference to the form and order of

arrangement of the teeth bearing a greater resemblance to the
dentition of the Mammalia than any other group of the class

* " Catalogue of the Foss. Eept. of Soutli Africa," 4to, Lond. 1876.

Theriodon-
tia.

Table-case,
No. 18.

"Wall-case,
No. 7.

Tapinoce-
phalus.

Table-case,
No. 17.

Galesaurus.
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Reptilia, for, as in the carnivorous mammals, the incisors are

separated from the molars by well-developed canines, and the

Table-case,
No. 17.

iEluro-
saurus.

Teeth of
Therio-
dontia.

Fig. 77.—Anterior and right lateral aspects of a lumbar vertebra of Tapinocephalus
Athtrstonei (Owen); from the Karoo Beds, South Africa. About ^ nat. size.

canines of the lower jaw cross those of the upper in front. In

many of the p^ener-a the npper canines are long and trenchant, and
the incisors large and close together (Lycosaurus, ^lurosaurus,

etc.), the molars, as a rule, being smaller than the incisors. In
most reptiles, living and extinct, the teeth that are worn away by
use, or otherwise lost, are replaced by others that are constantly

Kic. 78.—Left lateral aspect of skull of Galesaurus planiceps (Owen), from the Karoo
beds (Triassic), South Africa (^ nat. size), a, an upper cheek-tooth, and 6, an incisive

tooth.

forming in the jaws ; biTt there is no evidence of preceding teeth,

like the milk-teeth in mammal.s, nor of successional teeth, in the

jaws of the Theriodonts. From this negative evidence SirRichard
Owen assumes them to have been " Monophyodont " reptiles,

having but one set of teeth, which were permanent, during life.

He has described eleven genera, varying in the size and form of
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the skull and teeth. The specimens exhibited have all been
obtained from rocks of Triassic age in South Africa, and are the
type-specimens of the species figiired and described in the work
already quoted.

Fig. 79.—Anterior view of a dorsal verrebra of Naonaurus cluviger (Cope),
(rem the Permian of Texas (', nat. sizp): ce, centniin.

Fig. 80.—Right, lateral aspect of imperfect cranium of JElurosourus fdinus (Owen)

;

from the Karoo Beds (Triassic), Beaufort West, South Africa (f nat. size), a, upper
incisive tooth ; b, upper cheelc-tooth, enl.arged.
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Glass-case
No. I., and
Table-case,
No, 17.

Theriodontia—Clepsydropidoe.

Two very remarkable genera of Theriodnnts, Gynognathns and
Gomphognathns, have lately been described by Prof. H. Gr.

Seeley. In both the skull is remarkable for its mammalian
appearance, that of Cynognatlius especially, with its small^'incisors

and powerful canines, having a striking resemblance to the

skull of a Carnivore, such as the wolf. The occipital condyle
is double, also a mammalian character, and the quadrate is

much reduced. An imperfect skeleton of Cynognatlius crater-

onotus is exhibited in a separate case in the middle of the gallery.

Gomphognathus is further remarkable for its broad-crowned
molar teeth.

Fia. 81.—Palatal aspect of cranium of Emitei/ias molans (Cope;, J nat. size-;

from the Permian of Texas, North America.

Naosaurus. Family Clkpsydropid.e.—These Theriodonts differ from the
Gales/^urid^ either in having teeth on the palate, or by tlie

extraordinary character of their dorsal vertebrae, in which large
intercentra are typically present. Tliese forms all belong to
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No. 4.

Table-case,
No. 18.
Empedias.

the Permian formation of North America. The preraaxillary and Gallery,

maxillary teeth are of unequal size, as in Galesaurtts, and there

are two tusks near the extremity of the dentary bone. In Dime-
trodon and Naosaurtis the neviral spines of the dorsal vertebrae

have an extraordinary development ; the height of the spine in

one species being more than twenty times the length of the

centrum. Prof. Cope nonclndes that these spines formed a kind

of elevated fin on the back, of which it is difficult to imagine
the use. In Naosaurus there were horizontal processes on the

spines of the vertebrae. This genus has also been recorded

from the Permian of Bohemia (see Fig. 79, p. 59.)

Family Diadectidj*;.—In the Diadectidj:, represented by
the genera Diadedes, Empedias, and Helodectes, the teeth are

transversely elongated, and are also divided by a median vertical

ridge, but both the inner and outer sides are equally low. They
are believed to have been herbivorous in diet.

These genera are characteristic of the Permian of North
America; see Figs. 81 and 82, Empedias molaris (Cope).

Family Bolosaurid^.—Another closely related form, re-

ferred to the family of Bolosaurid^, named Deuterosaurus, is

found in the Permian of Russia (Fig. 88).

Fig. 82.—Lateral and palatal view of posterior

tooth of £mpedias mohiris (Cope) ; Permian,
North America.

fiG. 83.—Lateial view of a premolar
of DeiUeromm ut. hiarmicas (Eich-
wald), from the Upper Permian of
Russia.

A tooth has been obtained from the Karoo beds of South
Africa closely resembling in general characters the anterior
teeth of Eeuterosaurus. It has been made the type of the
genus Glaridodon.

Sub-order 4.—Pariasauria.

In this sub-order are placed the remains of several other

genera of Anomodonts. They include Pariasaiirus, Anthodon,
and Propappus, from the Triassic deposits of South Africa.

Wall-case,
No. 9, and
Tatole-case,
No. 18.
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Fariasaurus homhidens was obtained by Mr. Bain fVoni tlie Gallery,

reptiliferons Triassic sandstone near the Winterberg, Cape No. 4.

Colony. The teeth are close-set, fused with the bone ; they ^^l]^^^^'
resemble those of the Iguanodon in their mode of implantation, G-lass-case,

and those of the Scelidosaurus in their close arrang'ement and ^^«

nearly uniform wear. The degree of abrasion indicates, as in Wall-case^

the Iguanodon, that they were applied to the mastication of °'

vegetable substances.

Fifteen or sixteen teeth are closely set on each side of both
the upj)er and lower jaws. As in man, there is no diastema in

the dental series, no one tooth is longer than the rest. But
thei-e is still greater uniformity in the teeth of this ancient
reptile. There is absolutely no character by which to separate
the incisors, or canines, or false or true molars. All the teeth
are equally worn, and show by their abraded border that they
have taken an equal sliare in the pounding- as well as the crop-

ping of the vegetable food upon which the animal subsisted.

It may be added that the palate also bears several rows of small
teeth.

The animal measures fully nine feet in length, and the
shape of its skull and jaAvs are remarkably like those of the
Labyrinthodont Batrachia.

Two examples of the skeleton of Pariasaurus are exhibited
iu a glass-case (marked Ji), at the west-end of Gallery, No. 4. -

A still finer skeleton of another species, P. Baini (Seeley),

from the Karoo Formation of Tamboer Fontein, Cape Colony,
is placed in Glass-case L. (Fig. 84).

Professor Seeley concludes that this very remarkable and
Amphibian-like reptile is a direct descendant from the Lab}'-

rinthodonts ; the chief affinities to that group being" displayed
in the characters of the skull, in the uotochordal canal, and the
large arches of the vertebrae, as well as in the characters of the
pectoral and pelvic girdles. The latter features, together
with the general structure of the palate, being identical with
those of typical Anomodonts, there appears every reason for
referring this family to a sub-order of that group.
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Amphibia.
Gallery,
No. 4.
Table-cases,
Nos. 22 and
23.

West Cor-
ridor,
No. 5.

Wall-case,
No. 11.

Class 4.—AMPHIBIA.

In Wall-case No. 11, and in Table-cases Nos. 22 and 23, are

placed the fossil Ami'HIMIA or Batrachia (Frogs, Toads, Newts,
and Salamanders). These animals are disting-uished from true

reptiles by the fact that the young undergo certain metamor-
phoses after leaving- the egg- In this stage of their exist-

ence they breathe by external gills, whicli are occasionally

retained along with internal lungs in the adult animal. The
limbs are sometimes all absent, or one pair may be wanting.
When present, they have the same bones as in the higher
animals ; they are never converted into fins. The skull has two
occipital condyles and often a persistently cartilaginous basi- and
supi'a-occipital. The suspensorial apparatus of the mandible
is continuous with the skull. Teeth are commonly present on
the premaxilla, maxilla, vomer, and the dentary bone of the
mandible. They are usually anchylosed to the bone and are

simple in structure ; but in the Labyrinthodonts they are more
complex. There are never more than two vertebra? coalesced to

foi'm the sacrum. The tail is usually comparatively short. The
centra of the backbone are sometimes found to be unossified,

foi-ming- a mere ring of bone, the interior being gelatinous.

This form of backbone is called " Notochordal," and is cha-

racteristic of the oldest forms belonging to this group met
with fossil in the Coal Measures, such as the Atdhracosaurusy

Archegosaurus, and the Triassic Labyrinthodonts.

Table-case,
No. 23.

Batrachia

;

Frogs,
Toads.

Order I.—ECAUDATA. (Tailless Batrachia, Frogs and
Toads.)

The body of the adult is short, destitute of a tail, and furnished
with four limbs, of Avhich the pelvic pair are the larger and
adapted for leaping. There are no gills in the adult. Skull

short and wide, with the parietals confluent with the frontals,

and the orbits usually undefined
;
pr£esacral vertebrae few in

number, and generally proccslous ; there is only one sacral

vertebra, and the vertebral column terminates iu a long urostyle
;

dorsal ribs are usually absent. Ilia prolonged backwards, so as

to throw the acetabulum far behind the sacrum ; radius and ulna,

and tibia and fibula respectively fused together, calcaneum and
astragalus elongated. Four digits in the hand and five in the

foot ; an additional ossicle in the pes may represent the prehallux.

The tailless Batrachia (frogs and toads) do not date back
further in time than the Upper Eocene.

A foi'ui allied to the European genus Bohihinator occurs in the

Upper Miocene of Switzerland and the Middle Miocene of

Sansan, France. Another genus Bnfaviis, occurs in the Middle
Tertiary of Italy. Pelohates is found in the Miocene of Sansan,
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and Protopelohates in that of Bohemia. The extinct family of

iPalceobatrachidce has teeth in the upper jaw and. no ribs ; it was
widely distributed over the continent of Europe in Miocene
times, and was represented by a single genus Palceobatrachtis,

and more than a dozen species from various localities.

The true toads, Bufonidce, have no teeth or dorsal ribs.

Existing species of the genus Bitfo occur in the European and
Indian Pliocene deposits. B, Gesneri from the Upper Miocene
of Switzerland agrees closely with the living B. viridis. Dr.
Filhol records the type-genus from the Upper Eocene Phos-
phorites of France.

The huge Geratophrys cornnhis, or Horned Frog of Bi-azil,

occurs in the Cave deposits of that countiy ; and the genus
Latonia in the Miocene of Switzerland.

The Banidoe, or tme frogs, have teeth in the upper jaw and
the extremities of the sacral ribs are not expanded. Species of

Bana are found in the Norfolk Forest Bed, in the Pleistocene

of Sardinia, the Miocene of Sansan ; two are from the Brown
Coal of Rott, near Bonn, others from the Upper Eocene Phos-
phorites of Caylux, France ; several forms occur in the Middle
Tertiary of Italy, &c.

Table-case,
No. 23.

Batraohia

;

Frogs,
Toads.

Order II.—CAUDATA. (Salamanders, &c.)

In this order the body of the animal resembles that of a

Lizard, or is still more elongated like that of an Eel ; in some
there are four limbs present, in others only the anterior pair are

Wall-case,
No. 11.

Table-case,
No. 23.

Fig, 85.—The great Fossil Salamander Megnlobatrachus {Crpptohranchus) Schcuchzeri
(HoU), from the Upper Miocene, CEningen, Switzerland.

developed. The external gills of the larva are occasionally Salaman-
retained in the adult animal. HylcBobatraclius is found in the ders.

Wealden of Belgium and may be an ancestral form allied to the
Proteidoe but distinguished by the pi-esence of a maxilla and of

five digits to the feet. (The only specimen known is in the
Brussels Museum.)

In the family of Amphiumidce is placed Megalolatrachus

(1876) 6
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Wall-case,
No. 11.

Table-case,
No.23.

Wall-case,
No. 11.

Table-
cases,
Nos. 22,
23.

((JrypfoJ)ranchus) i-epresented by the gigantic Salamander (M,
imiximus) of China and Japan, with which we may probably

include the large Salamander from the Upper Miocene of Oenin-
gen, Switzerland, originally regarded as the remains of a fossil

man, and described by Scheuchzer as " homo diluvii testis,'' the

man who witnessed the Deluge !

Cryptoliranchus Tschudii (Meyer) a much smaller form than

G. tnaximus, but with a skull of nearly the same form, is from
the Miocene Brown-coal beds of Rott, near Bonn, in the
Siebengebirge.

The true Salamanders lose their gills when adult, but in

some individuals of Amblystoma they are persistent. The
existing crested Newt (Molge cristata) is found in the Norfolk

Forest-bed, other representatives occur in the Middle and Lower
Miocene of Europe. Ohelotriton is found in the Lower Miocene
of Allier ; Heliarchon in the Brown Coal of Bonn ; and Megalo-

triton in the Upper Eocene Phosphorites of Central France.

Order III.—LABYRINTHODONTIA.
In this order the body is long and lizard-like (occasionally

snake-like) in form, with a tail, the pectoral limbs shorter than the

Fig. 86.

—

Mcuftodonsaaras giyanteas (Jaeger),

from the Lettenkohle (Lowest Keuper) of
Wiirtemberg ; about j. Frontal aspect of

the cranium with the sculpture omitted ; SOc
supraoccipital ; Bp, epiotic; P, parietal;

Sq, squamosal ; ST, supratemporal ; Q.J,

quadratojugal ; /», jugal; Pt, postfrontal;

PtO, postorbital; Fr, frontal; Pr.F, pre-

frontal ; L, lachrymal ; Na, nasal ; Mx,
maxilla ; the premaxiUa has no letter.

(Aft«r E. Fraas.)

Fig. 87.—Palatal aspect of cranium of Masto.
donsaurus giganteus (Jaeger) ; from the

Lower Keuper of Wiirtemberg. (After

Miall.;
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pelvic pair ; the feet pentadactyle. Skull witH the temporal region Wall-case,
completely roofed over by the post-orbital and supra-temporal No. 11.

bones ; with a parietal foramen. Teeth pointed, having a large Table-cases,

pulp-cavity and the dentine simple or plicated. Vertebrae amphi- ^'o^* ^^j 23.

coelous ; they may be imperfectly ossified, and a notochordal
canal is often present. A bony thoracic buckler on the ventral

aspect. Bony scutes frequently present on the ventral aspect

of the body. Teeth are generally present on the palatines and
vomer and more rarely on the pterygoids. There is generally

an ossified sclerotic ring-.

Fig. 88.—Frontal aspect ot cranium
of Cajntofddrus roljiiHtus (Meyer);
Middle Keuper (Upper Trias), near
Stuttgart, Wiirtemberg. Letters as
in Fig. 86. (5 nat. size.)

Fig. 89.—Frontal aspect of the cranium
of MeUiposaunis (UayHosticus
(Meyer) , Upper Trias, near Stutt-

gart. Letters as in Fig. 86. (i

nat. size.)

The Labyrinthodonts were frequently of large size; the

dentine of the teeth was usually plicated ; the cranial bones were
deeply sculptured and usually marked by numerous mucus-
canals.

The Labyrinthodonts range from the Carboniferous to the

Trias, and were especially abundant in the Permian epoch.

One of the largest of these forms is the Mastodonsanrus
giganteus (Jaeger), from the Keuper of Wiirtemberg, the skull

of which measures a yard in length, and broad in proportion

;

the snout is obtuse, the nares are oval and widely separated

;

the orbits are oval, but narrow in front, and are some distance

in advance of the parietal foramen {see Fig. <S6).

6 2
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Wall-case,
No. 11.

Loxomma.
Wall-case,
ISO. 11.

Gapitosaurus and Metoposaurus occur in the Upper Trias of
Stuttgai't ; in the former the orbits are elliptical, and approxi-
mate to the parietal foramen ; in the latter they ai^e oval, and
situated in the anterior half of the skull, and widely separated
fi^om one another. (Figs. ^S, 89.)

Fig. 90.

—

Lfixomma Alhuani (Huxley). Fionlal aspect of cranium with tlie sculpture
omitted; from the Carboniferous of Northumberland. About a, PF, prefrontal,
other letters as in Fig. 86. (After Miall.)

In the Anthracosau7-id(B, represented by Loxovima, the skull

is vaulted with a broad and somewhat spatulate muzzle ; the
length of skull being about 14 inches by 9 inches in breadth.
In this family the vertebral column is fully ossified in the
adult ; the teeth are deeply infolded ; the mucus-canals
between the orbits and the nares form a lyi-e-shaped pattern,

knoAvn as the lyra ; and the ventral surface of the body typically

has a covering of bony scutes.

In Wall-case 11 is placed a very beautifully preserved
skull of a Labyrinthodont fi-om the Coal Measures of Shrop-
shii-e, referred to Loxovima Allmani (Huxley). The specimen is

preserved uncrushed and shows the natural contour of the skull

and lower jaw, admirably preserved in clay-ironstone. It was
presented by George Maw, Esq., F.L.S., F.G.S.

This family comprises Baphetes, from the Carboniferous of

Nova Scotia ; Anthracosaiirus and Loxovima, from the Lower
Carbonifei'ous of Burdiehouse, near Edinburgh, and the Coal
Measures of Lanarkshire and Northumberland ; Macromeriwm,
from Bohemia ; Eosaurus, from Nova Scotia ; Nyrania, from
Bohemia ; Ichthyerpetum, from Jarrow Oolliei-y, Kilkenny ; Den-
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drerpetum, from the Coal Measures, j!^ova Scotia; Brachyops, Table-cases

from the Permian, Mangali, India; Bothriceps and Micropholis, Nos. 22 and

from South Africa.

Fig. 91.—BotkHccps Huxku'i (Lydekker;. Frontal aspect of the skull ; from the

Karoo system of the Orange JFree State, South Africa. *.

In Bothriceps the surface of the cranium is closely and
irregularly pitted ; the orbits are placed near the middle of the

skull. This small skull measures about 2^ inches in length, and
2 in breadth. It was obtained from the Karoo beds (Triassic ?)

of South Africa.

In the Biplospnudylidce the vertebra3, at least in the caudal

i^egion, consist of an anterior ceiitrum cai-rying the neiiral arch,

and a posterior intercentrum to which the chevrons are united.

These intei'centra correspond with those of Clepsydroys among
the Anomodontia, the type of structure being known as eni-

holo'inerous.

In the Archegosauridce each vertebra of the tru.nk, in Tri-

tnerorachis and Archegosannis, consists of four portions,* namely,

a basal intercentrum (hypocentrum), a pair of pleurocentra. See Table-

and a neural arch. This is known as the rhachltomous type of ^^^e, No. 23.

vertebra. These are Labyrinthodonts of moderate size, having
cylindrical teeth of varying size with only slight infoldings of

the dentine; the upper surface of the skull being pitted; the

supra-occipitals ridged ; a ring of bones is usually developed in

the sclerotic ; the ventral surface of the body is always covered

with scutes. This family is evidently the most primitive one

of the entire group.

* See Fig. 94, infra, p. 71, Tcvtcbra of Eiichtrosaurus, illustrating this

rhachitomous tjpe of yertebra.
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"Wall-case,
No. 11.

The genus Archegosaurus, represented by A. Decheni (Gold-

fuss), from tlie Lower Permian " Rotbliegendes" of Saarbriick,

Rhenish Prussia, is particularly well represented in the Col-

lection by a remarkably good series of examples. This genus
is confined to the Permian formation, and may be taken as

the type of the family. The skull is nearly twice as long as

it is broad, with elongate-oval orbits, and situated very far

back; length of skull 11 inches. (See Fig. 93, p. 71.)

In Actinodon the skull is short and wide, with the circular

orbits placed in the middle of the length ; the nostrils are large

and widely separated ; the muzzle is broad. A skull of this

species is preserved in the Collection on a slab of shale from the

Lower Pei'mian of Autun, Saone-et-Loire, France, and a cast of

an entii'e skeleton fi-om the same locality, presented by Prof.

A. Gaudry, is exhibited in the Wall-case.

CocMeosanmis, Gaudrya, Chelyosaurus, and Sparagmites, ai'e

Labyrinthodonts frona the Permian Gas-coal of Bohemia, dis-

covered and described by Dr. Fritsch, of Prague. Trimerorhachis

is from the Permian of Texas. Eryops occurs in Texas, and
perhaps also in South Africa. Bhyfidosfeus is from the Orange
Free State (see Table-case, No. 22) ; and Plwlidogaster fi-om

the Lower Carboniferous of Edinburo-h.

I'lo. 02.

—

Acfinodo,' /f/!/0.«^<.« (Jordan, sp.).—Frontal aspect of the cranium, with the
sculpture omitted; frem the Lower rermian of Saarbriick. f P^F., postfrental,
J'in.r, premaxilla : other letters as in Fig. 86 (p. 66).
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Fig. 93.

—

Arckeyosaarus Decheni (Goldfusa).—Frontal aspect of the cranium, with the

sculpture omitted ; from the Bothliegendes (Lower Permian) of Saarbruck. About j.

Pmx, premaxilla: Mx, maxilla; Na, nasal; La, lachrymal; Fr, frontal; PF, pre-

frontal; Prt, parietal; Ptf, postfrontal; PJO, post-orbital; Ju, jugal; QJ, quadrato-

jugal; S(?, squamosal ; Sr, supratemporal ; £j), epiotic; SO, supraoccipital. {After

Mialt.)

Fig. 94.—A, Left lateral aspect ; B, posterior aspect of a vertebra of Suc/urosaiti-iw iJoc/ia

(Gaudry). from the Lower Permian of France, n, Neural spine with lateral expan-

sions, al; s, suture between spine and arch; za, prezygapophysis ; zp, postzygapo-

physis; d, transverse process; c, rib facet; cr, neural canal ; ic, intercentrum
;
pic,

pleurocentra (ilUistrating the rhachitomous type of vertebra). (A ffer G« luJrii.)
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Wall-case,
No. H.

Table-case,
No. 22.

Sub-order 1.—Microsauria.

This sub-order contains a number of salamander-like forms
of Labyrinthodonts referred to the family Urocordylidce, and to

the genera Urocordylus, Ceraterpetum, Lepterpetum, from Kil-

kenny, Ii'eland, and from Bohemia. Livinerpehim, from
Bohemia, occupies a family by itself. The Hylonomidce include

Hylonomxis, Seeleya, Ricnodon, Orthopleurosanrus, all from the

Gas-coal of Bohemia. Microhrachis, also from Nyran, Bohemia,
occupies a distinct family. Most of these are represented by
electrotypes of the original fossils, the shales in Avhich they

occur as fossils being charged with pyrites, which rapidly

decompose.

Wall-case,
No. 11.

Table-case,
No. 22.

SuB-ORDEK 2.

—

Aistopoda.

In this sub-order the body is snake-like without legs, and
there is neither a pectoral nor pelvic girdle ; the centra of the

vertebraB are elongated, and the neural spines aboi-ted. It

includes DolicTiosoma and Ophiderpetinn (Huxley) from the coal

of Ireland and the Permian of Bohemia.

Table-case,
No, 22.

Wall-case,
No. 11.

Sub-order 3.

—

Branchiosauria.

These are short-tailed salamander-like Labyrinthodonts
with barrel-shaped centra, and a notochordal canal through
their vertebrte.

The family Apateonid^ includes Melanerpetum from Bohemia;
and the family Proteitonid^ the genera Protriton of Gaiidry,

from the Lower Permian of Autun, and Bohemia, Sparodus and
Daiosonia also from the last-named locality.

Among doubtful Labyrinthodonts may be recorded here,

Lepidofosaui'tis Bufii from the Middle Permian of Midderidge,

Durham. Some of the Ichnites (Footprints) wei-e doubtless

made by Amphibians ; they are mentioned under that head in

Gallery No. 11 (see iiifra, p. 73 of this Guide, Pig. 05).

FOOTPRINTS.—GALLERY No. 11.

Footprints. Wall-cases Nos. 8-10 are occupied by a fine series of Foot-

prints and impressions mostly found in Sandstone of Triassic

age. Attention is directed to the large slab from near Greenfield,

Massachusetts, which is covered with impressions supposed to

be the footmarks of bipedal reptiles ; these tracks are called

''Ichnites.^'
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The Gheirotherium footprints in Wall-case No. 10 are exceed-

ingly fine ; they occur chiefly in the Triassic Sandstones of

Cheshire.

Wall-cases, N"os. 11-13, contain a continuation of the
Saurian Collection. No. 11 is devoted to the Genus Plesio-

satirns, Nos. 12 and 13 to Ichthyosaurus. Many of these speci-

mens have been figured and described by Hawkins, Sollas,

and others. In Wall-case, No. 13, is a very complete and
pei'fect specimen of Ichthyosau7-tis tenuirostris from the Lower
Lias of Street, Somersetshire, pi-esented by Alfred Gillett, Esq.
(see Frontispiece)

.

nimriTrTi urn

Gallery-
No. 11.

Footprints.

Saurian Col-
lection,

Fig. 95.— Footprints of Chdrothwiurii Barthi (Kaup, sp.), Bunter sandstone, Hessberg,
near Hildburghausen, Germany (reduced).
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FOSSIL FISHES.—C4ALLERY No. 6.

As the varied layers of sandstone, limestone, and clay, which
conipose the greater part of the superficial crust of the earth,

have been accumulated as sedimentary deposits in lakes,

estuaries, and seas, one would naturally expect that, of the

Vertebrate division of animals, the remains of Fishes would
be most frequently met with in these formations ; and such
is in fact the case, although, from their fragmentary state, it

is not always possible to determine their precise systematic
position.

Fie. 96.—The " Lancelet," Byanrhuisioma. (Amphiocas) lanceolcluni (recent), o, mouth;
c, vent; b, abdominal pore.

Some fishes have no hard structures capable of fossilization,

and such is likewise the case with most of the lower notochordal
forms—the " Sea-squirts " and the " Lancelets "—which seem
to connect the Vertebrata with the subkingdoras of Invertebrata.

The little "Lancelet" {BrayicMostoma), for example, has only a
membrano-cartilaginous skeleton without vertebrae, ribs, or

jaws (Fig. 96) ; while the ordinary Tunicates, or " Sea-squirts,"

are equally destitute of any but the most pei'ishable tissues.

Marsipobranchii.

The modern lampreys and hag-fishes also possess no hard
structures capable of fossilization, beyond the minute horny
teeth (Figs. 97, 98). Technically speaking, in fact, they are not

Fig. 97. Tig. 98.

Fig. 97.—Tlie " Haif-fish, " Mi/xine auMrtilif: (recent). 97a, Lower aspect of head.
91h, A single detached tooth of Myxinf.

Fig. 98.—Mouth of Lampvey, Petvoniyzon rtuviatil/s, showing circular arrangement of teeth.
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Fishes (Pisces), being destitute both of a lower jaw and paired

fins. There is now, however, reason to believe that these animals

are the deg'enerate descendants of a class which once possessed

not only a hard internal skeleton, but also dermal armour of a

very varied kind. The small Paloeospondylus Gunni (Fioc. 99), Table-case

for example, from the Lower Old Red Sandstone of Caithness. ^°- ^•

u- Miu^u

Fig. 99.

—

Palceospondi/h'.s Gwini, Traq. Old Red Sandstone ; Caithness.

has a skeleton in all essential respects like that of a lamprey,
but -well-calcified, and with ring-vertebra^. The little tooth-like

bodies (Fig. 100), named " Conodonts " by Pander, have also been

Fig. 100.—" Conodont.^ " from the Caiiibiian (after Dr. G. J. Hinde). x 10 times.

compared with the denticles of lampreys and hag-fishes ; but
instead of being chitinous or horny, they consist of phosphate
of lime, and thns cannot be satisfactorily determined. These
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fossils are exclusively Palaeozoic, and were first discovered in

the Carabro-Silurian and Devonian formations of Russia and
Xorth America.

Ostracodermi.

Table-cases,
Nos. A, B,
and Wall-
case, No. 4.

Table-case,
No. A.

The armoured norochordal animals which possessed neither

lower jaw nor paired tins, and are hence now supposed to be
related to the lampreys, are found only in Upper Silurian and
Devonian rocks. They were for a long time erroneously

classified with Coccostenn and its allies (see p. 96) under the

name of " Placodermata " (plate-skinned animals), but are now
distinctly separated from the latter and grouped under the

name of Ostracodermi (shell-skinned) or OsTBACOi'HORi (shell-

bearers). The head and anterior portion of trunk are covered
with plates ; while there are remains of median fins, and often

also scales, in the caudal region. No ti'aces of the internal

skeleton have been found, and the notochord must have been
persistent.

There are three groups of Ostracoderms distinguished by
the structure and arrangement of the anterior shield. Firstly,

there are the Heterostraci (anomalous-shells), comparatively

simple, of which the plates exhibit no bone-cells in their tissue

and comprise three superposed layers—an inner " nacreous
"

layer of lamellge, a relatively thick middle zone of polygonal

chambers, and an outer hard layer of vascular dentine.

Secondly, the Osteostraci (bony-shells), also with simple shields,

which exhibit bone-cells in part at least of their tissue.

Thirdly, the Anfiarcha, of which the shields comprise many
symmetrically disposed plates, are provided with a pair

of lateral appendages, and likewise exhibit bone-cells in their

tissue.

The earliest known fish-like shield belongs to Cyathaspis, a

member of the Heterostraci. One specimen has been I'ecorded

from the Wenlock Limestone of the Island of Gothland in the

Baltic Sea, and a ventral shield (originally named Scaphaspis

hideusis) has been found in the Lower Ludlow of Leintwardine,

Shropshire. Cyathaspis Banhsi occurs in the Upper Ludlow
" Bone-bed " and Downton Sandstone. The typical Heteros-

tracan genus, Pteraspis (Figs. 101, 102), has a dorsal shield com-
posed of seven pieces :—a rostrum, a large median disc, a

-5=^

Fio. iOl.—Restoration of Pteraspis roslratu, Ag.—Lower Old Red Sandstone ; Herefordshire.
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posterior median spine, an anterior lateral pair of plates pierced
by the eyes, and a posterior lateral pair pierced by openings
from the gill-chamber. There is a single ventral shield, and
the tail in Pteraspis is also proved to have been scaly. All the
Heterostracan shields are ornamented externally with very fine

Fig. 102.—Restoration of shield of PUraspis rostrata, Ag..upper aspect (after Lankester).

—

Lower Old Red Sandstone ; Herefordshire.

concentric lines of vascular dentine. They are typically Lower
Devonian, and the largest specimens scarcely ever exceed six

inches in length.

So far as known, the Osteostraci are almost confined to the
Uppermost Silurian and the Lower Devonian rocks, only one
specimen having been found in the Uppei* Devonian (Canada).
The typical genus is Gephalaspts (Fig. 103), repi'esented in the _, .

Collection by the finest known specimens from Forfarshire and nos. A B.
'^

Herefordshire. Special attention may be directed to the unique
gi'oup of Cephalaspis Murddsoni from the Lower Old Red Sand-
stone Passage Beds of Ledbury, Herefordshire, presented by
George H. Piper, Esq., F.CS. The head-shield is rounded or
tapering in front, truncated behind, and the eyes appear close

together in the middle ; its outer tuberculated layer is usually

Fig. \0Z.—Cephalaspis JilurcJdsoni, Egert. ; L. Old Red Sandstone (Passage Beds), Ledbury,
Herefordshire.

removed, and then the middle layer is exposed with its coarse
network of blood-vessels. A pair of small flippers at the back
of the shield are probably not fins, but connected with the
aeration of the gills. The body is covered with rings of bony
scutes ; there is one dorsal fin ; and the tail is distinctly hetero-

cercal. In Auchenaspis and Didymaspis some of the body-rings
are fused together immediately behind the head-shield. Trema-
taspis is a remarkable allied genus.
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Wall case, Fterichfhijs (Fig. 10-4) and Bothriolepis are the best-known

Tabit-cTst
"^co^bers of the Antiarcha, which are exclusively Devonian.

No. B.

Fig. 104.

—

Ptcricht/ii/stcstudinariu!:,Ag.; restored by Dr.K. H.Traquair, from the dorsal aspect
(A), ventral aspect (B), and lateral aspect (C). In the hist figure the caudal fin is omitted.
The double dotted lines indicate the grooves of the sensory canal system; and in the
trunk, the thick lines represent the exposed borders of the plate, the thin line showing
the extent of the overlap, a., anconeal; a.(L/., anterior dorso-lateral ; «.7H.(i., anterior
median dorsal; a. c./., anterior ventro-lateral ; 09., angular; «>•., articular; c, central;
e.l., extra-lateral (or operculum); L, lateral; l.ncc, lateral occipital; m., marginal;
m.occ. median occipital; }«.•!)., median ventral ; toji., mental ; pm., premedian

; ^.i/.i.,

posterior dorsolateral ; ^J.m.f/., posterior median dorsal ; p.v.l., posterior ventro-lateral

.

pf.ju., post-median ; «.i., semilunar; <., terminal. Lower Old Ked Sandstone, Scotland. '

These are particularly noteworthy for the pair of jointed
appendages fixed to the antero-lateral angles of the body-armour.
Pterichthys has a scaly hinder region, a dorsal fin, and a hetero-
cercal tail, and is represented by a beautiful series of specimens
from the Lower Old Red Sandstone of Scotland. The finest

examples oi Bothriolepis \fere obtained from the Upper Devonian
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of Scaumenac Bay, P.Q., Canada, but its tail has never been
found, being probably sdaleless. Asferolepis is an allied genus.

Class 5.—PISCES.

The true fishes all possess a lower jaw and complete or

rudimentary paired fins. They are most commonly divided

into the subclasses or orders of Elasmobranchii (sharks, rays,

and chimgeras), Dipnoi (mud-fishes), Ganoidei (enamelled-

scaled fishes), and Teleostei (bony fishes). This arrangement,
however, was originally based chiefly on a study of the fishes

now existing ; and more recent investigations among extinct

fishes have shown that it cannot be maintained. The limits of

these groups are indicated by the brackets to the right of the

table on the next page, which explains the system of classifica-

tion adopted in the Collection.

In tracing the fishes through the successive ages of the past,

it is interesting to note the close correspondence between the
history of the race and the history of an individual modern Tele-

ostean, at least in one point—the structure of the tail. All the

older members of the class either had the extremity of the body
straight and tapering, with the tin equally developed above and
below (Fig. 105), or there was a slight upward bend of the verte-

FOEMS OF TAILS OF FISHES.

Fig. 105.—Diphycercal.
Primitive form.

Fig. 106.—Heterocercal.
Ancient Form.

Fig. 107.—Homocercal.
Modern form.

bral column, with the lower lobe of the tail -fin much larger
than the upper (Fig. 106). In later fishes, the upturned end of
the body in the unequally-lobed tail has become more and more
abbreviated, and the rays of the fin have gradually become so
disposed that to all external appearance the tail has assumed per-
fect symmetry (Fig. 107). Such changes are precisely repeated
in the embryonic history of a living Teleostean, in which the
tail is first pointed, then upturned, and then externally sym-
metrical.
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Classification of Fishes.

Elasmobrancliii

or

Cliondropterygii.

SUB-CIASS I.—ELASMOBRANCHII. Jaw-apparatus'^
suspended from skull ; no operculum ; dermal
armour without bone-tissue

Order I.—PEOt^ELACHii. Paired fins supported by I

parallel rods of cartilage ; no claspers in
|

male .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

. . I

Order II.

—

Ichthyotomi. Pectoral fins supported
|

by cartilages radiating from central axis ; I

claspers in male .

.

.

.

.

.

. . |

Order III.

—

Acanthodii. All fins except caudal
[

with spine in front, and cartilages very
(

short ; no claspers .

.

.

.

. . |

Order IV.

—

Selachii. Pectoral fins with two or I

three basal cartilages and no central axis
; ]

claspers in male
Sub-orders. TectospondifU and Asterospondyli

StTB-ClASS II.—HOLOCEPHALi. Jaw-apparatus fused
with skull ; an opei'cular membrane ; dermal
armour without bone-tissue

Order 1.—CniMiEEOiDEl. Fins as in Selachii ,.J
Sub-class III.—DIPNOI. Jaw-apparatus fused with")

skull ; an opercular bone ; dermal armour
|

often with bone-tissue .

.

.

.

.

.

• •
L D'

Order I.— Sieenoidei. Scaly fishes with jjaddle- f
^^

shaped paii-ed fins, these supported by a
|

segmented axis .

.

.

.

.

.

. . J
Order II.

—

Atitheodiea. Armoured fishes, the*)

head-shield hinged on body-shield ; paired

fins rudimentary
StTB-CLASS IV.—TELEOSTUMI. Jaw-apparatus sus-

pended from skull ; an opercular bone ; dermal
I

armour often with bone-tissue .

.

.

.

. . I

Order I.— Ceossopteeygii. Paired fins paddle-
j

shaped and fringed with fin-rays .

.

. \ Granoidei.

Sub- orders. Haplistia, Ithijndistia, Actinis-

tia, and Cladistia

Order II.

—

Actinopteeygii. Supports of paired
fins much shortened and dermal rays
chiefly supporting membrane

Sub-orders.

—

Chondro.stei, Protospondyli,
Aetheospondyli, Isospondyli (in pai't)J

Isospoudyli (continued), Plectospon-^
dyli, Nematognathi,JIaplomi,Ap>odes,

j

Aiiacanfhini, Fercesoces, Pharyngo- f-Teleostei.

gnathi, Percomorphi, Lophohranchil,
j

Hemibranchii, and Pleciognathi ..)
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Sub-class I.—ELASMOBRANCHII.

The true fishes begin with the sub-class of Blasmobranchii Wall-cases,

(laminated or plate-like gills). In these the cranium itself is ^°<f*rr ^i^.'

not divided into any distinct tracts by sutures or ossifications, cases, Nos.
and the two foremost of the " visceral arches " (cartilaginous 25 to 32.

rods in the walls of the alimentary tube), which are modified
as jaws and hyoid cartilages, have a very slight connection with
it. The jaws are mainly suspended by the upper element o£

the hyoid arch (the " suspensorium ") and by a ligament in

front ; or there is sometimes (^e.g. in Gestracion and Notidanus)
direct contact either behind or in advance ofthe eye (see Fig. 1 18,

p. 88). The axial skeleton of the trunk varies from a primitive

persistent notochord to a well-calcified vertebral column, com-
posed of distinct centiu. The gills are pouch-like, and there

are five (six or seven) distinct clefts on each side, which
are exposed, having no " gill-cover," or operculum. The body
is provided with median and paired fins, the hinder pair being
abdominal.

In the majority of tlie Elasmobranchs, the extremity of the
vertebral column is slightly turned upwards, and the lower
lobe of the caudal fin is much larger than the upper, producing
a " heterocercal " tail. In some, however, like Squathia and
several of the Rays, the terminal portion of the body is straight,

and the fin equally developed above and below, upon the " diphy-
cercal " or " protocercal " plan.

The skin is usually covered more or less closely by numerous
small detached plates or granules of dentine, with tubercles or

spines (Fig. 108) scattered over the whole surface of the integu-

ment, commonly known ns " placoid scales." When very small

Fig. 108.—Dermal tubercles of Elasmobrauch Fishes.

a, shagreen of Dog-flsh (Giiiglt/mostoma), enlarged ; h, shagreen of Blue Shark
(Carchariax), enlarged; c, shagreen of Spiny Dog-fish (Centrophorus), enlarged:
d, dermal tubercles of Spiny Shark (Echinovhinus), nat. size ; e, tubercle of Kay

;

f, dermal tubercle of Greenland Shark {Lce^nargus borealis), enlarged; ig,
shagreen of Sting-ray (Uroginunus), nat. size.

(1876)
^

7
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and close set, as in the Dog-fish, this dernial covering is called
" shagreen."

Those of the Elasmobranchs with lateral gill-clefts are
commonly known as "Sharks" (Fig. 109), while those with
depressed body and ventrally placed gill-clefts fall under the
denomination of "Rajs" (Fig. 110). There are many inter-

mediate forms, however, which it is impossible to distinguish in

a fossil state.

Fig, 109.—Port Jackson Shark, Ceslracinn Phiiippl, Laccp., from Australia.

sp', anterior dorsal spine ; «;/', posterior dorsal spine.

From the perishable nature of their skeletal parts, it is obvious

that the palseontological history of these fishes is most difficult

to decipher. In the majority of instances, the fossils consist

merely of detached spines, shagreen-grannies, teeth, or pieces of

cartilage ; and it is often impossible to cori'elate these unsat-

isfactory fragments, so that the different parts of the same
species not unfrequently receive even distinct generic names.

Fig. 110.—The Ray (Roja Murro.yi, Giinther), from Kergeulen's Island.

A, dorsal aspect; B, part of ventral side ; up., spiracle ; h,\, gill clefts; ?«., mouth.

Sometimes, however, complete fishes are met with, and many
beautiful examples are shown from the Lias of Lyme Regis, the
Lithographic Stone of Bavai'ia, and the Upper Cretaceous of

Mount Lebanon.
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The first table-case on the left and the adjoining- wall-case are Wall-case,

filled with numei'ous spines and other dermal appendages of ^o* !•

cartilaginous fishes, perhaps mostly Elasmobranchs, which
cannot yet be precisely determined ; they are conveniently Table-case,

grouped together as Jc7ii;/i7/o^(M-?<ZiYes (" fish-spine-stones "). [See
Fig. 111.]

The earliest evidence of the sub-class is placed here, namely,
the dorsal fin-spines from the Ludlow Bone-bed (Upper Silurian)

and the Old Red Sandstone, bearing the name of Onchus.

Gtenacanthics is founded upon dorsal spines from the Carboni-
ferous. The huge Oracanfhus pustuloses (PJwderacanthus}, three

feet in length, from the Carboniferous Limestone of Bristol, is

the largest ichthyodorulite known ; and there are also triangular

paired spines of considerable size from the same formation,

Fig. 111.—Spines of Elasmobranch ami ChimaeroiU Fishes.

«, Aeanthias (recent) ; l>, Callorhynelnis (recent) ; c, Macha-racanthus (Devonian)

;

d, Hybodus (Jurassic) : e, Asteracanthus (Jurassic)
; /, Squaloraja (Lias)

;

(/, Gyracanthus (Carboniferous) ; k, Jidestcx (Cai'boniferous) ; ;, Pleuracanthus
(Carboniferous).

which, are named Oracanthus Milleri, and provisionally associated

with several flat dermal plates having a corresponding orna-

mentation. Spines of Edestes (Fig. lll/i) occur in the Car-

boniferous of N. America, Australia, and Russia, and are

remarkable for their curvature and the great size of the posterior

denticles ; the latter are in the form of serrated teeth, and led

their first discoverer. Prof. Leidy, to conclude that the fossils

were fragments of jaws. Gyracanfhus (Fig. lllg) occurs abun-

dantly in the British Carboniferous, and is i^epresented both, by
the well-known paired spines (with an ornament of angulated

ridges, and ordinarily abraded extremity), triangular dei^mal

7 2
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No. C.

84 Proselachii—IcMhyotomi.

bones, and shagreen granules : tlie teeth probably bear another

name. AcondylaranfJms resembles the spiue of a Ray ; and
Erisinacarithns and LispacautJms are very suggestive of the

rostral spine of male Chimjeroids.

These ichthyodorulites show that the earliest Elasmo-
bi-anchs differed very much from the existing members of the

sub-class. The fact is further emphasised by the discovery of

several Elasmobranch skeletons of Devonian, Cai-boniferous,

and Permian age, v^d^ch show that at least three extinct orders

are represented.

OuDER I.—Proselachii.

The first of these orders is that of the Prosklachii,,

represented only by Oladoselache, from the Upper Devonian
of Ohio, U.S.A. This is a notochordal shark without spines or

armour, except a ring of plates round the eye ; its paired fins

are mere balancers supported by parallel rods of cartilage, and
the teeth are identical with the detached Palaeozoic teeth

provisionally named Cladodus. Only fragments are exhibited.

Wall-case,
No. 3.

Table-case,
No. C.

Okdei; II.—Ichthyotomi.

The second ordei-, that of the IcHTHYOTOaii, is known by
numerous tolerably complete skeletons from the Carboniferous

and Lower Permian. Fine examples of the typical genus
Flenracaidhuft (Fig. 112) are exhibited from the Lower Permian
of Rhenish Prussia, Silesia, and Bohemia. The isolated spiues

of Plenracanthtis and the teeth known as Diplodus from the

l''iG. ]r2.

—

f'l aroconthi'.x Ga.uUriii, Brougn. (roiuiatiou by C Brongui.irt) ; Coal-measures..
Conimentiy, France.

British Carbonifei-ous, especially Coal-measures, are also })laced

here. Like the Proselachii, these sharks are notochordal ; but

they differ in having jjaddle-shaped paired fins, supported by a

more or less branching arrangement of cartilages. The median
fins are very extensive, and there is usually a median dorsal

spine fixed at the back of the head. There is reason to believe
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D, E.

that some of the teeth named (Jladodiis also belong to this

order.

Order III.—Acanthodii.

The Acanthodii form perhaps the most remarkable extinct Wall-case,

order of Elasraobi'anchs. They are small fishes exclusively No. 3, and

contined to Pala30zoic rocks, ranging from the Lower Devonian
j^og d^^e^^'

to the Lower Permian. The tail is heterocercal, and each of

the fins, except the caudal, is armed in front with a formidable

spine, though in itself a mere membrane without cartilage

supports beyond the base. The eye is often surrounded by a

ring of plates, and the teeth when observable are fused with the

border of the jaws. There is no hard operculum, and the trunk
is covered with minute, quadrangular, shining scales ; the

slime-canal of the " lateral line " passes between two series of

the latter. Acanthodes (Fig. 113), from the Carbon Ifei-ous of

Fig. 113.

—

AcaMkoOa K'cn'', Egert.; Coal-measuros, Staffordshire.

Scotland and England, and the Lower Permian of Germany,
is the typical genus, and is represented in the cases by numerous
nearly complete fishes. The beautifully preserved Mesacanthns,

from the Lower Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, and the Upper
Devonian of Canada, is aluiost identical. ( 'liniatms, from tl<.e

Lower Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, is remarkable for its

broad spines, of which three or four pairs are fixed along' the
body between the pectoral and pelvic fins. Diplacanthns and
Parexus, of corresponding age, are also remarkable.

Order IV.

—

Selachii.

The order of Selachii, or sharks and rays proper, also

seems to have been represented in the Palaeozoic Era, though
there is no conclusive evidence of its existence before the Lias.

It is chai-acterised, among other features, by the structure of

the paired fins, which are always supported by large cartilages,

but never exhibit the branched an-angement seen in Pleuracan-
thus, having either two or three basal pieces. The " Rays" are
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destitute of an anal fin, and their vertebvffi, when fully devel-

oped, ai'e strengthened by concentric layers of calcified tissae

;

they are hence named Tectospondyli (covered-vertebrae). The
" Sharks and Dog-Fishes " always exhibit an anal fin, and when
the vertebrae are strengthened, radiating plates predominate ovei-

concentric plates; they are thus known as AsTEuosPONnYLi

(star-vertebrje). It is impossible as yet to make any satisfac-

tory arrangement of the ancestors of these two sub-orders

which are destitute of vertebrae, or have them only incom-

pletely formed.

Table-case,
No. 31.

"Wall-case,
No. 3.

Table-case,
No. 32.

SuB-oRDKR I. —Tectospondyli.

The Spinacida?, or spiny dog-fishes, of the present day are

supposed to be little-modified descendants of the early ancestoi'S

of the rays ; but they are scarcely known among fossils. Well-

preserved fishes which seem to belong to the existiaig genera

Acanthias and Centrophorus, are exhibited from the Upper Chalk

of Mount Lebanon. The Petalodontida^, of Carboniferous and

Permian age. may perhaps be related to the Spinacida?, but they

are only known by fragments, chiefly teeth. Petalodtis and
Foltjrhizodus are Lower Carboniferous, while Janassa is both

Carboniferous and Permian. The existing Squatinidse date

back to the Lower Kimmeridgian, fine examples of Squatina

being known from the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria (Figs. 114,

115) . Detached teeth are exhibited from the English Cretaceous,

Eocene, and Pliocene Formations. The Pristiophoridffi are

insignificant as fossils, and the Pristidse ai'e represented

only by the Cretaceous Sderorhynchus and by fragments of

Prist is-\{]s.e " saws " from the Eocene and later deposits.

Sclerorhynchus ataims is a remarkable fish from the Upper
Chalk of Mount Lebanon, Avith the " saw " scarcely more
developed than that of a Pristioplwrus. Numerous Rhino-

batidiB, appai-ently identical with the existing Rhinobatiis, occur

well-preserved in the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria and
France, and in the Upper Cretaceous of Mount Lebanon. The
fine slab of Bhinohatus (Sjyatholatis) bugesiacns affixed to

the wall between Wall-cases Nos. 2 and 8, is particularly

worthy of examination. The Rajidae and Trygonida? are

also repi'esented by numerous fine specimens from the Ujiper

Chalk of Mount Lebanon, there being apparently Eaja itself

and a small extinct sting-ray named Gyclobatis. Torpedos

occur in the Upper Eocene of Monte Bolca, near Verona, but

are not represented in the Collection.

The Carboniferous teeth warned Psammodus and Copodns may
belong to a family of devil-fishes, related to the modern
Myliobatida^, but their relationships are very iincertain. They
are always found detached, and a large series is exhibited from
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Fig. 114. Fig. 115.

Fig. \li.—Sqv.atina alifwa, Mlinst. sp. (after Kraas), Lithographic Stone (Upper Oolite),

Bavaria.
Fig. 115.

—

Squalina sjJeciosa, Meyer ; Lithographic Stone (Upper Oolite), Bavaria.

o, mandibular cartilage ; b. pectoral arch ; r, pectoral fin ; d, pelvic arch ; f, pelvic fin.

Fio. 116.—Jaws of Male (A) and of female (B) Thornback Skate, Raja clavata, showing the

remarkable variation in the dentition which they exhibit.
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No. 32.
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the Carboniferous Limestone of Armagh, Ireland. The well-

known teeth of Pfychodus from the Chalk are proved to belong
to a large ray probably of the Myliobatis type, by specimens
both in this Museum and in the Brighton Museum. The arrange-
ment of the teeth in the jaws is shown in Fig. 117. Typical
portions of the dentition of MyliohaHs occur abundantly in the
English Eocenes ; and the largest known specimen (M. Pentoni)
is exhibited from the Lower Tertiary of the Mokattam Hills,

Cairo, Egypt. Aetobatis and Rlmioptera are also Eocene.

Fig. 117.—Diagram of arrangemeut of teeth of I'tyrhodas decMrens, Ag.; English Chalk.

—

A, upper jaw; B, lower jaw.

Sub-order II.—Asterospondyli.

^Of the Asterospondyli or Sharks, the Xotidanidse are

perhaps the most primitive surviving family. They are repi'e-

sented only by five or six species at the present day, and are

Mel
ViG. 118.— Skull ni Nol'uiaao.s, side view (after WiederNlieim).

p<l,
pterygo-quadrate cartilage (upper jaw) ; '//«/, mandibular cartilage ; nk, nasal

'capsule ; orb, orbit ; /•, rostrum : ip.s, vertebral column
; !< postorbital articula-

tion of the upper jaw with the cranium.

noteworthy both on account of the primitive character of their

skiiU and backbone (Fig. 118), and for the possession of six or

seven gill-clefts instead of the usual five. Whole skeletons of
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Notidanns are known from the Lithographic 8toue of Bavaria
and the Upper Ci-etaceous of Mount Lebanon, bnt there are
none in the Collection. Numerous teeth are shown from
Jurassic, Cretaceoas, and Tertiary Formations, and it is note-
worthy that the largest and most complex teeth ai'e those of the
latest deposits (Fig. 119). The Cestraciontida? are also primi-

FiG. 119.—Tt'C'iii 01 ^otidarMS (jigM, Sism.; Keil Crag, Suffolk.

tive and represented only at the present day by the Port Jackson
Shark {Gestracion, Fig. 109, p. 82). Their extinct representa-
tives are extremely numerous. As in (Jestraciou (Fig. 120), the
majority of the teeth are always adapted for crushing, thoucrh

Table-oase,
No. 27.

Fig. 120.—Jaw of Port Jackson Shark, Costracion PhUippi (recent).

some in front are prehensile and many are cuspidate. Their
variation in different parts of the mouth is thus so great, that
it IS often almost impossible to name detached fossil teeth. Asm Cestrasioii, also, each of the two dorsal fins is invariably pro-
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.

vided with an anterior spine. The Carboniferous shai-ks,

Spheuacanthiis and Trisfycldns, with cuspidate teeth and ribbed

dorsal fin-spines, are probably to be placed here ; so also are the

fine teeth i'roni the Carboniferous Limestone named Orodns.

Hybodus, ranging from the Muschelkalk to the Wealden, has a

persistent notochord, cuspidate teeth, and ribbed dorsal fin-

spines (Fig. 12:^) ; many specimens, presumably males, are

Fi0. 121. Fig. 123.

Fig. 122.

Fig. 121.—a, spine of Lepracanlhus Colei, Owen ; Coal-measures, Euabon, N. Wales ;

B, a portion of the spine enlarged, to show tbe external ornamentation.
Fig. 122.—Teeth of Acrodusf Anniv'iia, Ag. ; Lower Lias, Lyme Regis.

Fig. 123.—Dorsal spine of Hyboilv.x ; Wealden, Sussex.

further provided on either side of the head with two large
barbed booklets, each fixed on a broad base, and these were
originally named Sphenonchus by Agassiz. who supposed them to

be the teeth of a distinct fish. The skull nnich resembles that

of Notidanus, and the teeth in some species are also very similar

to the early forms of the last-named genus. The finest speci-

mens of Myhodus exhibited, were obtained from the Lower Lias
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Table-cases,
Nos. 27/28.

of Lyme Regis and the Wealden of Pevensey Bay, Sussex.

Palwospinax, ivonx the Lower Lias of Lyme Regis, and the

Upper Lias of Wiirtemberg, is a small fish with smooth dorsal

fin-spines and simple constricted vertebrae ; Synechodtis, of

Cretaceous age, is almost identical. Acrodus, ranging from the

Muschelkalk to the Grault, only differs from Hyhodus in the less

cuspidate character of its teeth (Fig. 122). Asferacavthus, with

a dentition commonly named Strophodus (Fig. 124), is proved by
specimens in the collection to dift'ei" only from Acrodus in the No. 29.

pattern on its teeth and fin-spines. Fine examples of its head-

spines (Sphenoiichus) , from the Oxford Clay of Peterborough,
are exhibited ; while a jaw in a block of Great Oolite from Caen,

Normandy (Fig. 124), is unique. It will be observed that the

front prehensile teeth in Hyhodus, Acrodus, and Asteracantlius

(StropJiodus), are relatively larger and less numerous than those

Table-case,

Fig. 124.—Jaw of Asteracantlius {StrophoOvs laedius, Owen; ; Great Oolite, Caen, Normandy.

of Cestraciou. The latter genus seems to range from the Upper
Jurassic to the present day.

An interesting Cai'boniferous family of which little is known
beyond the dentition, is that of the Cochliodontidte, apparently
closely related to the Cestracionts. Their jaw is arranged
somewhat like that of Cestraciou, but the several series of

lateral teeth are each represented by a single plate, coiling

inwards by growth at the outei- edge. Cochliodus (Fig. 125)
is the typical genus, and Streblodns, Psephodus, Sandalodv.s,

Poecilodus, etc., are very similar forms. Many of the teeth

named Helodus pertain to the symphysis of the jaw of these

fishes ; and in one genus, Pleuroplaiv, from the Lower Carboni-
ferous and Coal Measures, such teeth are only imperfectly fused

together in the plates.

Table-case,
No. 30.
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Wall-case, '^^^ Scylliidffi Jrange from the later Jurassic upwards.
No. 3, and 1'hey are represented in the Bavarian Lithographic Stone by

No^^27^^^'
P^i'l^oscyll'mm, in the Upper Chalk of Mount Lebanon by

Wall-case,
No. 3, and
Table-cases,
Ncs 26 and
27.

KiG. 125.—Teeth of Coddiodo.s contortux, Ag. ; Carboniferous Limestone, Armagh.

Mesiteia, and in the Englisli Chalk by i'autinscijllmm. Teeth
of the existing Glnglymotitiinia are exhibited from the Eocene.

The Lamnidse and Carcliariida? are the characteristic sharks
of modern times, but are very rarely found fossil except in the
form of detached teeth, vertebraa, and portions of calcified carti-

lage. To the Lamnida^ wiay be assigned the fine examples of

Scapanorhiptchiis from the Upper Cretaceous of Mount Lebanon,
which exhibit a dentition identical with that of Odoifaspis, but
differ in the remarkable elongation of the snout and in the
arrangement of the fins. To the Carchariidse belong several

tine fishes from the Upper Eocene of Monte Bolca, near Verona,
of virhich there are no specimens in the Collection. A large
series of detached teeth is exhibited, but it is impossible to name
and arrange them satisfactorily, owing to the variation of shape
always occurring in one and the same mouth. Lamna (including
Ofodus, in part) and O.ryrhiiia seem to range from the Cretaceous,

Fig. 120. Fig. 127.

Fig, r.'6.—Tooth of OiioiiUispix tUi/iuis,

Agassiz ; London Clay.
Via. ]'27.—Tootll oi Car'-harodiid iMiialodod,

Agassiz ; Suflolk Crag. (One-third nat. size.)

while Corax is the tooth of an extinct member of the Lamnida3
of the same age. Odontaspis (Eig. 120) is Tertiary and Recent.
The Jurassic Orthacodus may even belong to this family. The
teeth of Carcharodon, how^ever, are the most interesting of such
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fossils, those named Carcliarodoumegalodda (Fig. 127) having an
ahnost world-wide distribution. Specimens are exhibited from
New Zealand, Australia, South Carolina, the West Indies,

France, Spain, Italy, Malta, and Arabia, as also from the

Antwerp and Suffolk Crags. The Cai'chariidse are almost, if

not exclusively, Tertiary, and only a small collection of teeth of

Galeocerdo, Garcharias, Hemipristis, etc., is exhibited.

It may be interesting to add that in some places, both in the

Atlantic and Pacific (especially at extreme depths in the red-clay

areas), the " Challenger " dredged up many teeth of Sharks and
ear-bones of Whales, all in a semi-fossil state, and usually im-

pregnated with oxides of iron and manganese. The Sharks'

teeth belong principally to species believed to be extinct, and
resemble those found fossil in the late Tertiary formations.

Sub-class IL—HOLOCEPHALI.

Okdkk I.—Chimaeroidei.

The Chiniferas resemble the Sharks in many important ^rr ,^

1 T i • ii 1 11 ji • • f 1 • 1 1
wTalJ-case.

features, but, m the skull, the upper jaw is fused with the No. 3, and
cranial cartilage, not suspended by the upper part of the hyoid Table-case,

arch. The skeleton is wholly cartilaginous, and the notochord
is tolerably persistent, the vertebrae being represented by mere
slender rings. In the two living genera, there is a strong-

spine in front of the dorsal fin : the gill-clefts are covered by a
fold of skin, so that only a single external opening is observed

:

and the dentition consists of four plates above and two below.
Teeth of Rhyiu-Jiodus and Palceumyhof from the Devonian of

North America, and of Pfijctodns from the Devonian of Russia,

are the earliest fossils hitherto definitely referred to this sub-
class, but there are no examples in the Collection. The early

Jurassic family of Squaloraiida? is represented by the unique
genus Squaloraja, of which several fine specimens are exhibited
from the Lower Lias of Lyme Regis. The trunk is shaped
like that of a narrow skate of the family Rhinobatidse, and the
rosti'al spine in the male is long" and slender ; there is no dorsal

fin-spine. Another Jurassic family is that of the Myriacan-
thida?. Myriacanthus itself, also from the Lower Lias of Lyme
Regis, is represented by numerous fragmentary sjjecimens.

One slab of Af. gramdatus shows the dorsal and rostral sj^ines,

and a produced snout resembling that of the existing Gallo-

rhynchns. The dentition (originally named Progiiathodus) is

remarkable for a median chisel-like tooth in front of the lower
jaw. The long dorsal spine is covered with tubercles, which
are often pointed and thorn-shaped. The still-surviving family
of Chimseridfe is first represented by teeth of Ganodns and
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Ischjodns in the Stonesfield Slate, and the latter genus ranges
upwards to the Uppei- Cretaceous. Nearly complete skeletons

have been f'cnind in the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria. Eda-

Fio. r28.—Lower Jaw of Edaphodon lejHognathus, Ag. ; Middle Eocene, Bracklesham Bay,
Sussex.

phodon (Fig. 128) and Elasmodiis are Cretaceous and Eocene;
Ghimcera dates back at least to the Pliocene.

Sub-class III.—DIPNOI.

Wall-case,
No. 5, and
Table-case,
34.

Order 1.—Sirenoidei.

The typical Dipnoi (double-breathers) are so named because
in their living representatives the air-bladder assumes the
function of a lung, and thus furnishes them with a second

KiG. 129.—Skeleton ot the African Mudfish, Pi-otopterus anne:ltiu, lining in the Rivers of

Africa.

means of respiration. They are a nearly extinct race, only

three forms now surviving, namely, Pivtopterus in Africa (Fig.

129), Lepldosiren in South America, and Geratodus (Epiceratodus)

in Australia (Fig. 130).

Fig. 130.—"The Australian Mudfish," Ceratodas ForsUri (recent), Australia.

The notochord in these fishes is always persistent, and the

tail is diphycercal or heterocercal. There are two pairs of
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nostrils more or less within the mouth (Fig. 131, u) ; and the
dentition (Fig. 131) consists of a pair of ridged plates above
and below, usually with a pair of incisor-like vomerine teeth

above. An ordinary bony operculum covers the gill-cavity.

The paired fins are acutely lobate, supported by a central

jointed cartilaginous stem fringed with radial cartilages and
dermal fin-rays.

The earliest Dipnoi are Lower Devonian. Dipterus (Fig.

132) is beautifully presei'ved in the Caithness flagstones,

and exhibits two dorsal fins, a heterocercal tail, and enamelled
scales. PhaneropleuroH (Fig. 133) occurs in the Upper Old Red
Sandstone of Dura Den, Fifeshire, and Scawnenacia in the

Upper Devonian of Canada. Gtenodus is characteristic of the
Carboniferous and Lower Permian, and is met with both in

Europe and America. All these genera are characterized by
the roof of the skull exhibiting moi'e numerous bones than
that of the living Dipnoi. The teeth of Cerafodns occur in

early Mesozoic strata in Europe, India, South Africa, and
Central North Amei'ica ; but only one important skull has

Wall-case,
No. 5, and
Table-case,
No. 34.

Fig. 1.31.—Mouth of Ccratodn , Hit, narial openings ; x, vomerine teeth ; .a:, palato-pterygoid
teeth ; .(;.':.'., mandibular teeth.

been described, this from the Rhgetic of Austria. A tine series
of teeth is exhibited from the Rha3tic of Aust Cliff near

Fig. 132.—Dipterus VaUncltuncni, Sedgw. and Murch. (restored by C. H. Pander); Lower Old
Bed Sandstone, Scotland.
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Bristol, and from the Trias (Lettenkohle) of Wiirtemberg.
The characters of the skull of Cerato(hi>< in the Museum of the

Fig. 133.

—

Pludteroi^leurou A, idcisnii!, lluxl. (restored by Dr. K. H. 'Jraqiiair); Upper Old
Eed Sandstone, Dura Den, Fife.

Austrian Geological Survey, Vienna, suggest that the early

Mesozoic fish was g-enerically distinct from the living fish

similarly named from the Queensland rivers.

Okdei; II.—Arthrodira.

Wall-case The Cuccosleni<-\iko fishes have already been mentioned
No. 4. (p. 76) as originally classified with the Ostracoderms in the

un-natural and artificial group of " Placodermata." In them
the head and anterior portion of the trunk are armoured with
bony plates, and the head is movable with respect to the trunk.

In all the satisfactorily-known genera, there is an elaborately-

formed joint between the hinder angles of the head-shield and
a rounded process of the antero-lateral plates of the trunk ; an
arrangement unique among fishes and referred to in the name
Arthrodira (joint-neck) now given to this group. The principal

upper teeth are fixed on the bones of the roof of tlie mouth ; the

lower jaw comprises only one bone on each side. The notochord
must have been persistent, and the paired fins are rudimentary
or absent.

The Arthrodii'a are only piovisionally placed among the

Dipnoi, on account of the very striking resemblance between
their dentition and that of certain mud- fishes, also because the^'

seem to have possessed a skull of the same type.

Coccosteus (Fig. 134) is the best-known Arthrodiran, and
a fine series of specimens is exhibited from the Lower Old Red
Sandstone of Scotland. There is also a unique head-shield

from the Upper Devonian of Scaumenac Bay, P.Q., Canada.
The eyes form notches in the head-shield ; thei-e seem to be
premaxilla-, and there is one large plate upon the cheek which
may be maxilla or suborbital, or both. The teeth are stout

and conical, in one close series on the mandible, clustered on the

palate. A pair of dermal plates occupies the position of clavicles

;

and the basal supports of the pelvic fins are often distinct (Fig.

134). There is a membranous median dorsal fin, and the tail may
have been either diphycercal oi- heterocercal.
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Hoviosfeus (Hugh Miller's " Asterolepis of Stromness ") is

a very similar fish, -with toothless jaws and the eyes within the

head-shield. Plaster casts of the shields of Homosteus Milleri

Fig. 134.

—

Coccosteiis decipiens, Ag. ; Lo«er Old Red Samlstune, Scotland.

from the Caithness flagstones are exhibited on the pillar

between Wall-cases Nos. 4 and 5. There are fragments of

other species from the Devonian of Livonia, Russia. Heterosteus

is a gigantic fish from the Devonian of Livonia, with a great

bony process from the body-shield extending forwards on each
side of the head.

Diniclitliys is a still larger Arthrodiran from the Upper
Devonian of Ohio, U.S.A. Its dentition (Fig. 135) much
resembles that of the recent Protopterus.

Wall-case,
No. 4.

Fig. 135.— Jaws of Dinichtlii/s ; Devonian, North America,

Sub-class IV.—TELEOSTOMI.

These are fishes with a bony armour or bony skeleton, or

both ; with the margin of the mouth completed by membrane-
bones ; with the more or less ossified cartilages of the upper
jaw suspended from the skull by the upper part of the hyoid
arch (hyomaudibular) ; and with a bony operculum covering
the gill-cavity. The name of the sub-class Teleostomi (com-
plete-mouth) refers to the ossification of the margin of the

jaws.

Nearly all the Devonian representatives of this sub-class

have lobate paired fins fringed wdth dermal rays, and are thus
named Crossopterygii (fringe-fins). A single Devonian genus,
Cheirolepis, belongs to a higher order which began to replace

the Crossopterygians in the Carboniferous period, and which
is named AcTmoPTERYGii (ray-fins) because here the lobe is

insignificant and the enlai'ged dermal rays support almost or

quite the whole of each paired fin.

(1876) 8
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Order I.—Crossopterygii.

Wall-cases
"^^^^ fringe-finned fishes, oi* Crossopterygians, are now

Nos. 5 to 7,' almost extinct, being represented only at the present day by
and Table- ^ Pohjpterus (Fig. 13G) and Calamoichthys of the African rivers.
ase, o. o.

j^ ^j^^ Devonian and Carboniferous periods they existed in

KiG. 13G.

—

f'ohiptervx liirhir, living in tlie Nile, Ganibi:i, etc.

((, pectoral tin; o, pelvic lin; c, anal nn.

laro^e numbers and in much greater variety. Holoptycldiis (Fig.

137) is an Upper Devonian genus from Scotland and Russia,

with long and acutely-lobate pectoral fins, obtusely-lobate pelvic

Fig. 137.—Holopl.i/chiva ; U. Old Red Sandstone, 1-ifesliire (restored by Huxley), a, paired
pectoral fins ; b, pelvic fins ; <; the anal fin ; d, anterior dorsal fin ; e, posterior dorsal fin.

fins, and thick, round, deeply oveidapping scales. Glyptolejds,

from the Lower Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, and apparently

from the Upper Devonian of Canada, is a nearly identical

genus. Glyptolremus (Fig. 138), fi^om the Upper Old Red Sand-
stone of Dura Den, Fifeshire, has more obtuse pectoral fins and
rhombic scales. Osteolepis (Fig'. 139), Dijjlopteriis, Thursius

(Devonian), and Merjalichthijs (Carboniferous and Lower Per-

mian) are another group of genera witli enamelled rhombic

Fig. 138.' -Glijptohvuiv.s Kimudrdl, IIuxl. (re.'stored by Huxley) ; U. Old Red Sandstone,
Scotland.
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scales and obfcusely-lobate paired fins. EhizoJopsis is represented
by small species in the Carboniferous, EMzodus and Strepsodus
by comparatively large species. A fine series of remains of

lihizodns Hihherti and R. oruatns, from the Lower Carboniferous
of Scotland, is exhibited in Wall-case Xo. 6.

Wall-case
No. 6.

-Osteokpis Tiuicrolepulnluf, \r. (resrnrrd by C. II .Pander) ; L. Old Red
sandsioiie, Scjtlaii.l.

Table-casBj
No. 35.

The CoelacanthidiB (hollow-spines) are tlie most remarkable Wall-case,

Crossopterygians, rano-ing almost unchansfed from the Lower ^°;,^' ^^^

Devonian to the Upper Chalk. Their name refers to tlie cir-

cumstance that the spines of the backbone are only superficially

ossified and so appear bollow when fossilized. The head-bones
and opercular bones are much reduced, and the tail is produced
into a small terminal extension. The air-bladder is ossified.

The trunk is covered with thin, deeply overlapping scales.

Fig. liO.—Utulina {Ilolo-pliagus) fjido, Egert. ; Lower Lias, Lyme Regis.

'Coelacanthus is Carboniferous and Permian ; Undina (Fig. 140)

is Jurassic, and beautiful specimens are exhibited from the

Lower Lias of Lyme Regis ; Macropoma is Cretaceous, and
represented by the unique collection of Dr. Mantell besides

later acquisitions from the English Chalk.
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Wall-case,
No. 8, and
Table-cases,
Nos. 37 to
39.

Order IT.—Actinopterygii.

Suii-ORDER I.—Chondrostei.

The earliest known ray-finned fishes are the Palfeoniscida^,

I'epresented in the Devonian by Cheirolepis. They exhibit a

very imperfectly ossified skeleton with heterocercal tail ; and
they must have Lad a persistent notochord. In their most
fundamental characters they agree Avith the modei-n sturgeons,

and are thus classed in the same sub-order (Chondrostei).

Wall-case,
No. 8, and
Table-cases,
39, 40.

l""iG. 141.—Ganoid sc:ilos of Eloit'ichlhyt utriatus, Ag. sp. ; Carboniferous.

Nearly all of them, however, are covered with regular series

of scales, which are usually rhombic and nnited by a

peg-and-soeket articulation (Fig. 141). EloiiicJithys, Ehadi-

nichtJiys, and Gonatodus are the commonest Carboniferous

genera; I'alivnniscus (Fig. 142), Acrolepis, Amhlypterus, and
Pygopterus are Permian; (??/roZepzs is Triassic, and Atlierstcnila

is represented by a fine specimen from the Karoo Formation

(probably Triassic) of Cape Colony; Oxygnathus and Platy-

ftiagnm are Liassic ; and Cvccolepis ranges from the Lias to the

Purbeck Beds.
The Platysomida? are deep-bodied fishes closely related to

the Pala^oniscidce, confined to the Carboniferous and Permian.

Uiiryjiotifs (Fig. 143) is Lower Carboniferous ; Cheirodns

KiG. U'2.—ralaoniscn.f inacropoii its, Ag. (restoration by Dr. R. II. Traqiiair)

;

Kupferschiefer, Germany.

and Mesolepis are best known in the Coal JNIeasures ; Vlatysomus

(Fig. 144) is both Carboniferous and Permian.
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These fishes all have strongly heterocercal tails, but there

is one family (that of Catopteridre) in the Trias, in whicli the

-Edi-i/notus crenatus. Agassiz (restoration bj- Dr. K. H.Traquair)

;

stones," Carboniferous Series of Scotland.

' Cement-

tail is hemi-heterocercal and the rays of the dorsal and anal Wall-case,

fins are nearly as few as their supporting cartilages. They are No. 8, and

I'epresented by Dictyopyge, from Europe, North America, and -^ ^q_
^

Australia, and by Cafopterus from North America. They are

a distinct link between the Chondrosteans and the great

majority of Mesozoic fishes.

Here are also placed the Belonorhynchidse, which are

elongated fishes with much-produced snout, diphycercal tail,

and the trunk only armoured with four longitudinal rows of

scutes—one dorsal, another ventral, and one along the course of

the " lateral line " on each side. Skeletons of the small Belono-

rhyncJius styiolatus from the Upper Trias of Raibl, Carinthia,

and fine skulls of larger sjoecies from the Lower Lias of Lyme
liegis and the Upper Lias of Wilrtemberg, ai'e exhibited.

Table-case,
No. 40.

Fig. 144.

—

Plattisomus slriati'.ii, Agassiz (restoration by Dr. R. H.Traquair); Magnes'an
Limestone, Durliam.
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Wall-case,
No. 7.

The Rhaetic teeth named Scnirlcldhys belong to a very similar

fish.

The Chonclrosteicl^, represented by Chondrosteus (Fig. 146)

from the Lower Lias of Lyme Regis, perhaps also by the

gigantic Gyrostens from the Upper Lias of Whitby, are inter-

mediate between the Palseoniscidaa and the modern sturgeons.

The fine specimens exhibited show that the skeleton is identical

with that of the sturgeons (Fig. 145), and that the jaws are

reduced and toothless ; but the roof of tlie skull and the develop-

ment of the branchiostegal rays more closely resemble the

corresponding parts in Pala3oniscids.

A few dermal scn.tes identical with those of the existing Table-case
sturgeon, Acipenser, are shown from the English Eocene. No. 40.

There are also pectoral fin-spines both from the Eocene and
Pliocene.

Sub-order II.—Protospondyli.

The large majority of Mesozoic fishes are closely related to

the existing " bony pike " {Lepidostetis) and " bow-fin " (^Amia)

of North American lakes and rivers. They have the upper

lobe of the tail excessively abbreviated, the rays of the dorsal

and anal fins equal in number to their supports, and no infra-

clavicular plates in the pectoral arch. They are represented in

the Collection by a very extensive series of specimens.

The first family is that of the Semionotidse, already repre-

sented by one genus of small fishes, Acentrophorus, in the

Upper Permian. They are stout-bodied, with a small month
and blunt, often powerfully crushing teeth . Semionohcs and Colo'

hodus are Triassic and Rhfetic ; Dapedins (Fig. 147) is Liassic
;

and Lepidotus (Fig. 148) ranges from the Rhfetic to the Wealden.
The powerfiil dentition of Lepidotus, originally named Sphcero-

dus, is particularly noteworthy ; the successional teeth when
first formed in the jaw are directed away from those they are

destined to replace, and gradually turn through an angle of

180° as they come into use.

The Macrosemiidge are elongated fishes with small mouth,
obtuse teeth, and extended dorsal fin, ranging from the Rhaetic

to the Chalk. Fine examples of Ophiopsis and Macrosemius
are shown from the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria and France,

others of Ophiopsis and Histionotus from the Purbeck Stone of

Dorsetshire and Wiltshire.

The PycnodontidjB (thick-teeth) are a remarkable family

of deep-bodied fishes, so-called in allusion to the powerful

grinding teeth (Fig. 149) which arm their forwardly-displaced

mouth. The rhombic scales are usually so thin, that their

ribbed front margin is often the only part preserved, producing
the appearance of a series of parallel streaks from the upper to

Wall-cases,
Nos. 9 to 11.
Table-case,
Nos. 40, 41.

Table-case,
No. 41.

Wall-case,
No. 11, and
Table-cases,
Nos. 42, 43.
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id
Fig. 146.—Restoration of Head of ChowlroMtua. acipcitxiroideg, Ag. (after Traquair) ; Lower

Lias, Lyme Regis.

«(/, angular bone ; /jr, brancliiostegal rays ; ch, ceratohyal ; cl, clavicle: d, dentary bone
of mandible

; /, frontal; /;)/(, hyomandibiilar ; _/',jugal; i.c/, infraclavicle ; iit.c, maxilla|
o/j, operculum; p, parietal; p.f, postfrontal; p.t, post-temporal; .f.cl, supraclavicle

;

s.o, suborbital ; xop, suboperculum ; s.(, suiirateniporal; .vt/, squamosal.

Fig. 148.

—

Upidotns uuiximiis, Wagn. ; Lithographic Stone (Upper Oulite), Bavaria.
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tlie lower margin of the trunk. In several genera (e.g. Mesn-

flon, Microdoii., and Goelodus) the tail is destitute of scales.

These fishes range from the Lower Lias (JMesodon liassicus)

to the Upper Eocene {Fycnodus plafessus) with very little

modification. The fine series of examples of Gyrodns from

Fig. 149.—Portions of Pycnodonts. a. transverse section of jaws, showing- the two
halves of the mandibular dentition opposing the vomerine teeth; li, dentition of
Miffodoii; ', dentition of Cceiodus ; d, portion of vertebral column of Colodus,
showing persistent notochord (shaded), and tlie expanded bases of the arches;
e, the same of Pi/cnodun ; f, inner view of scales, showing mode of interlocking by
pegs and socliets, which are continued as longitudinal ribs.

the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria, and of PalcPohaUstn-in

from the Hard Chalk of Moiint Lebanon, are particularly

worthy of attention. The armoured Coccodus and Xenopholis

from Mount Lebanon are also remarkable. None of these

fishes have vertebrae, but in the later genera the arches above
and below the notochord are often expanded to unite at the side

(Fig. 149).

The Eugnathicla3 are the rhombic-scaled forerunners of the

modern Amia (Fig. 150), and range from the Upper Trias or

Rhsetic to the Chalk. They are predaceous fishes with a largo

Wall-cases,
Nos. 12, 13,
Table-cases,
Nos. 43, 44.

Fig. lul.

—

Eugnv.thv.s orlhostoMv.s, Ag. ; Lower Lias, Lyme Ecgis.
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moiitli and conical teeth. The thick-scalecl EvgotatJius (Fig. 151)

and the thin-scaled Catnrns (Fig. 152) loth range thronghotit

the Jurassic, the specimens from the Louver Lias of Lyme

::,f=^='-«;>5>,^.^i^-'

'

Fig. 1 ,Ag.: Lithographic Sti'ne, Eavaria. [Scales Cimittcd.

Regis and the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria being particularly

fine. Keorliomholepis is an interesting fish from the English
Chalk and Wealden, -with rhombic enamelled scales and disc-

shaped vertebra?.

The Amiidge are first cei-tainly represented in the Upper
Jurassic. 3[egalnrus, from the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria
and France and from the English Pnrbeck Beds, is very similai'

to Amia but has a shorter dorsal fin. The existing genns is

represented by fine specimens from the Lower Miocene of

France, and is also known in Geimiany. Detached vertebra)

are shown fi-om the Lower Tertiaries of the Hampshire Basin.

A family of Amioids which curiously mimic the modern
sword-fishes, ranges throiighout the Jurassic and Cretaceous
periods, and is represented by Facliycormns (Upper Lias),

Hypsoconnns (Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian), and Protosphyrceno

(Upper Cretaceous), besides other genera. The notochord
is persistent, but to strengthen the trunk the vertebral arches
are multiplied and very closely arranged ; the powerful forked
tail is supported by a triangular expansion of one of the hfemal
bones ; and the snout gradually becomes elongated until it is

a formidable weapon in Protosphyrccna.

"Wall-case,
No. 13, and
Table-case,
No. 44.

Wall-cases,
Nos, 13, 14.
Table-case,
No. 45.

SuF.-ORDEi; III.—Aetheospondyli.

Next to the Pachycormida?, in an uncertain position, are Wall-case
placed the Aspidorhjaichidte and the modern LepidosteidEe, the No. 14, and
former ranging from the Lower Oolites to the Upper Chalk, the ^^^^fz*^*^®'

latter exclusively Tertiary. Aspidorhynchns (Fig. 153), with
prominent rostrum, is represented by a fine series of specimens
from the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria ; the closely-related

Belonostomus, with elongated jaws but little or no prominent
rostrum, is shown both from this formation and in a unique
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Table case,
No. 45,

collection of nodules from the Upper Cretaceous of Brazil.

Of the existing American genus Lepidosteus, there are numerous
fragments of skulls, characteristic vertebrtfi, and scales from the

English Eocenes; and similar specimens are fotmd both in France

and Germany.

Fig. ioS.—Agpidorhiinchas ornKtissniius, Ag. ; Lilhogriiphic Stone, Bavaria.

All the preceding fishes have a complex lower jaAv, each half

consisting of at least four or five pieces ; and when the teeth

are powerful, those on the inner (or splenial) element are

specially well-developed. In all the following groups the lower
jaw consists normally of only two pieces on each side, one behind
(articulo-angular) and a larger piece (dentary) in front.

Table-case,
No. 46.

Table-case,
No. 15, and
Table-cases,
Nos. 47, 48.

Sub-order IV.—Isospondyli.

The first and earliest group of the higher fishes is that in

which the vertebra? never fuse into a complex behind the head,

in which the simple air bladder is directly connected with the

gullet, and in which the pelvic fins are always situated well

behind the pectorals. Here may be placed the Pholidophoridae

which are remarkably like the herrings in general aspect, but

have only ring-vertebroe, ganoid scales, and fulcra on all the fins.

PhdlidopJiiirus iiseli ranges from the Rhtetic to the Purbeck Beds,

but is especially well represented by a large series of specimens
from the Lower Lias of Lyme Regis. Some diminutive fishes

of the genera Pelioplcums (Upper Trias) and Pleiiropholis

(Kimmeridgian and Purbeckian) exhibit a series of remarkably
deepened scales on the flank. The Oligoplenridse, ranging from
the Upper Jurassic to the Upper Cretaceous, come next. The
LeptolepidiB follow, with Leptolepis, Aethalion, and Tlirissops,

^i^

^
Fig. \:A.—Icptolcpis ihihiu.^, Blainv. sp. ; Litliographic Stone, Bavaria. [Scales omitteil.]
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mostly from the Lithographic Stone of Bavaria; and these differ

from the herrings (Clupeida^) chiefly in the meeting of the

parietal bones and in the simple character of the tail. Lep-

tolepis (Fig. 154) is first represented by small species in the

Upper Lias of England, France, and Wiirtemberg.
Either here or immediately after the " Amioids " (the

PholidophoridEe having previously been classed with the
" Lepidosteoids "), it has long been ciistomary to recognize a

break in the series of Teleostomatons fishes. All groups below
have been united under the name of Ganoidei (enamelled-scaled

fishes) ; all above have been termed Teleostei (bony-fishes).

This arrangement was very convenient so long as the extinct

families were more incompletely known ; but fossils now show
that it cannot be scientifically maintained, and the terms
" Ganoid" and " Teleostean " must thus be employed in future

merely in a general way for enamelled-scaled and modern bony
fishes respectively.

Most of the so-called " Teleostean " fishes have a remarkably
developed internal skeleton, as may be perceived from the

"aanoid"
and "Teleos-
tean."

Fig. 155.—Skeleton of the Common Perch.

«, premaxillary hone; b, maxillary bone; <;, lower jaw; (/, palatine arch: f, cranium;
;, interoperculum ; r/ ;/', vertebral column; h, pectoral fin; i, pelvic tin; A-, spinous
dorsal fin ; I, soft dorsal fin ; m, anal fin ; n, upper, and n', lower lobe of caudal fin.

[The pectoral and pelvic fins each form a pair, and correspond respectively to the anterior
and posterior pairs ot limbs of the higher veriebrata. The dorsal, caudal ,and anal fins are
median and unpaired.]

A. E.

Fig. 156.—Scales of Teleostean Fishes, a, Cycloid ; b, Ctenoid.

accompanying figure of that of the common pei'ch (Fig. 155).

Yery few are covei'ed with bony scales, the large majority
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Table-case,
No. 49.

Table-case,
No. 50.

being invested with thin and flexible, deeply-overlapping- scales

which are either smooth ("cycloid," Fig. 156a), or pectinated

("ctenoid," Fig. 156f.), at the hinder mai-gin.

^ext to the Leptolepidte are arranged the representatives of

the lowest of the trnly bony hshes which still survive, namely,
the herring-like family Elopida>, which comprises several genera
exhibiting a gulav plate like that of Amia. Among these, the

finest are the examples of Osmeroides and Aulolepis from the

English Chalk, long supposed to be Salmonidte. The series in

the table-case includes the type-specimens from the collection

of the late Dr. Maatell, and several beautifully worked out of the

chalky matrix by this distinguished pioneer in palgeontology.

Those of Osmeroides are especially perfect, and, like most fossil

fishes fi'om the Chalk, they are almost uncompressed, the fine

calcareous particles having replaced the muscular and other
tissues as rapidly as they were destroyed by decomposition, thus
preventing the collapse of the flanks, and preserving the natural

rotundity and form of the fish when living. Other closely-

related genera are Thrissopater from the Gaulfc of Folkestone,
and Bhacolepis in nodules from the Upper Cretaceous of

Brazil.

The Clupeidffi, or herrings-proper, date back to the Cretaceous,

where they are I'epresented both in Mount Lebanon and

-Diplomi/stiis b, ecisx!,nan, Bhunv. i^p. Rafter Pictct and Humbert) ; Upper
Cretaceous, Mount Lebanon.

Brazil by JDiplomystus (Fig. 157), which only seems to differ

from the modern Clnpea in the possession of a series of
scutes between the back of the head and the dorsal fin. This
fish is also common in the European and J^orth American Lower
Tertiaries, and still survives in the rivers of Chili and New
South Wales. GLupea itself may date back to the Eocene, but
this is uncertain. Scomhroclupea (with fiulets behind the anal),

Bhinellus (Fig. 158), Leptosomus, Ghirocentrites, and other fishes

from Mount Lebanon, are also believed to be Clupeoids.
It is interesting to notice that in the Syrian area, owing to

some physical change in the conditions of the sea at the time
the Cretaceous deposits were being laid down, these fishes
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appear to have been sometimes siiddenly destroyed in shoals,

and buried at once by the fine calcaveous mud. This circum-
stance is well illustrated in Wall-case No. 15, by several slabs

Fig. IhS.—lihlncUusfiircatiis, Ag. (after Pictet and Humbert) ; Upper Cretaceous, Mount
Lebanon.

of fossil limestone fi-om Hakel, near Beyrout, which are covered
with, hundreds of their remains.

The Salmonidge are scarcely known amono- fossils and verv Table-case,
• • . • "No 49

difficult to distinguish from the Clupeidge. It is usually possible

only to recognise the geuei a which still exist. Some surviving

lio IjO —Cipelin (Mallota^ ttllo^u ), in nudulc ol Glaei il 01 u Gicmlind

species are found fossilized in comparatively recent deposits,

and an interesting series of nodules is exhibited from the glacial

clays of Greenland, ISTorway, and the banks of the Ottawa River,

Canada, each enveloping a " Capelin " (Atallotns villosus). The
shape of the nodule (Fig. 159) in each case is observed to

correspond precisely with the contour of the enclosed fish, and
the concretion is probably due to the escape of gases from the

decomposing body leading to a concenti-ation of mineral matter

at the spot from the clay around it.

Near the Salmonidge are placed the remains of the Cretaceous "Wall-case,

family of Saurodontidas, which have powerful teeth implanted Table-'c;^"

in distinct sockets on the margin of the jaw. Forth&us attains

a large size, as shown by the very fine slab of Portheus molossus

from the Chalk of Kansas, U.S.A., exhibited in Wall-case

No. 16. More fragmentary specimens are shown from the

English Chalk. Closely allied are Ichthyodectes and Sauro-

ceplialus.

The large Cretaceous fish Pachyrhizodus (= Hypsodou in

part) is also perhaps related to the Salmonoids. It has power-

ful conical teeth firmly fixed to the jaws, and fragments from

the English Chalk have been erroneously referred to reptiles.

-Case,
No. 49.

Wall-case,
No. 16.
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Table-case '^'^^ Scopelldfe and allied families are probably I'eprescnted

No. 51. in the Upper Cretaceous by the fishes named Spaniodon,
Enchodiis, and Eurijpholis (V'ig. 160), some of which from

Table-case,
No. 51.

\VD. iGO.—Earifpholls Bol i, Pict. (after Picfct and Humbert); Upper Cretaceous, Mount
LebaiKin.

Westphalia (not in the Collection) exhibit distinct traces of an
adipose dorsal fin. They have very irregularly developed large

teeth within the mouth, and Enrypholis exhibits ornamented
dermal scutes both on the antei'ior part of the back and along*

the lateral line. GimoUchfhys and Pomognathus from the
Englisli Chalk also seem to be related to these fishes. Phylacfn-

rephalus from Mount Lebanon is probably identical with
Pomogi/afhits.

Typical Scopelida3 are Parascopelus and Aiiapferns from the
Upper Miocene of Licata, Sicily.

The extinct Cretaceous family of Hoplopleuridfe follows

next, eompi-ising much-elongated fishes wanting- true scales

but armoui-ed with longitudinal series of scutes. Dercetis

(Leptotrachelus) occurs in the English Chalk, and still more
abundantly in the Upper Cretaceous of Mount Lebanon.
Pelargnrhyuclms is an allied fish from the Chalk of Westphalia.

Wall-case,
No. 16, and
Table-cases,
Nos. 5S, 53.

Sub-order V.

—

Plectospondyli.

Remains of Cyprinida? are not uncoramoii in freshwater
formations above the Eocene both in Europe and North America,
but almost all the extinct species are referable to existing

genera. The true Carp (Cyprimis) and Gudgeon (Gobio) occur
in the Miocene of Oeningen. Species of Leuciscns (Roach,
Dace, Minnow, etc.) are represented in the same deposit, in the
lignites of France and Germany, and in the Ujoper Miocene
Infusorial Earth of Licata, Sicily. The latter formation also

yields remains of other genera, e.y. Ehodeus and Aspius ; and as

Herrings, Scopeloids, etc., occur abundantly in association with
these, the mingling* of marine and freshwater fishes is here
very remarkable. The Tench {Tinea) is found in the Oeningen
beds and Tertiary lignites ; and the little Acantlwpsis, now
of Tropical India, is met with in the Miocene of the
Puy-de-D6me, France. Other genera exhibited are Barhus,
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ThynnicJithys, Amhlypharyngodon and HexapsepJms, from the
Eocene of Pudang, in Siiniatra; also Cobitis from Oeningen.

SuB-oEDER yi.—Nematognathi.

The remarkable family of Silurida-, or " Cat-fishes," though Table-case,
so widely distributed at the present day, is very imperfectly No. 53.

known among fossils. The earliest known member of the
family is BucMandimn diluvii, represented by a skull from the
London Clay of Sheppey. The Bracklesham beds and Barton
Clay yield evidence of a fish indistinguishable in its head from
the living genus Arius, and named Arius egertoni. Remains of
several other forms from the Siwalik Hills, India, and the
highlands of Padang, Sumatra, are also exhibited ; these being
mostly allied to species still living in those regions.

Sub-order VII.

—

Haplomi.

The Pikes (Esocidse) and toothed Carps (Cyprinodontidse) -wall-case
are not certainly known below the Lower Miocene or No. 16.

Oligocene. A true Eso.v occurs in the Miocene of Oeningen,
Switzerland. There are also fragments of the existing Esox
lucius from the peat of the Penland. Most of the fossil

species of toothed Carps seem to belong to the living genus
Cypriiiodoii. (Lehias) or a very close ally, and numerous
specimens are shown fi^om the Upper Eocene deposits of Aix -fable-case,

in Provence, the Miocene of Oeningen, and the equivalent
lignites of Central France and Germany. The fishes from
Aix are frequently found buried in shoals, as is well showai
by slabs of marl covered with their remains exhibited in the
case. Very singular is the occurrence of the genus Pcecilia

in the Oeningen beds, this being now confined to the freshwaters
of Trojjical America.

Sub-order VIII.

—

Apodes.

The " Eels " are spread at present over almost all the Table-case
freshwaters and seas of the temperate and tropical zones, and No. 5S.

the earliest of their fossil remains hitherto discovered are from
the Upper Cretaceous of Mount Lebanon. Beautiful examples
of these are exhibited in the case. The genns EhyiicJwrJiiiius, of

the London Clay, seems to be i-ightly placed in this family

;

and in the beds of Monte Bolca there are representatives of the
living genera Aiigiiilla, Ophichthys, and Sphagehranchus, in
addition to numex'ous specimens of the so-called Lepfocephali,

which are supposed to be undeveloped larval forms. Later de-

(1876) 9

No. 52.
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i

—Percesoces, ^'C.

posits, like the Miocene of Oeningen, Switzerland, and tbe Upper
Eocene of Aix in Provence, France, have also yielded species

of Angiillla, and some fine examples from the first-named

locality are preserved in the collection.

"Wall-case,
No. 17.

Table case,
No. 53.

Sub-order IX.

—

Anacanthini.

This sub-order, which comprises the symmetrically-formed

Cod-fishes (Gadoulei) and the remarkably unsymmetrical Flat-

fishes {Pleuronectoidei) , is not known to have many representa-

tives in the fossil state. None of the tins have spinous rays

(hence the name) ; the median fins are almost invariably -well

developed; and the pelvic fins, when present, are either

thoracic or jugular in their position.

Nemopferyx and Palreogadns are Gadoids from the black

slates of Glaris ; other u.ndescribed forms occur in the London
Clay of Slieppey ; and a small I'ecent (Aadus is shown in a nodule

from Glacial Clay, Bindalen, Norway.
The "Flat-fishes" are characterized, except in the very

young state, by the peculiar habit of constantly swimming- and
resting upon one side, the fore part of the head, with both eyes,

becoming gradually twisted to the upper or opposite side in the

adult. Species equally modified or "specialized " are met with

even in the Eocene of Monte Bolca, where the living Bhomhus
occurs; and there are small kinds of "Sole" (Solea) in the

Miocene of Ulm, Wiirtemberg ; it is remarkable, however, that

no less-altered ancestral types have hitherto been recognised.

Table-case,
No. 53.

SuB-OKDER X.

—

Percesoces.

The Scombresocidas, Atherinidae, Mugilidae, and Sphyra^nida?

are not definitely known below the Upper Eocene, though

Rhinellus, from the Upper Chalk of Mount Lebanon and West-

phalia, may belong to the first family. The Atherinidte are

represented by Mesogaster in the Upper Eocene of Monte Bolca,

and the ]Mugilida- (" Grey Mullets ") apparently by ^[ngil itself

in the corresponding beds of Aix in Provence. The great,

voracious " Barracudas " (Sphyra?nida?) of the West Indies and

other tropical seas, also have small representatives at ]\tonte Bolca.

Sub-order XL—Pharyngognathi.

This is a group of spiny-finned fishes characterized by the

coalescence of their two lower pharyngeal bones, which support

a powerful dentition.
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The true " Wrasses " (Lahrus) appear to be represented in Table-case,

the Eocene of Monte Bolca, and an extinct family, the ^°- ^^•

Pliaryngodopilidoe, is indicated hj some pharyngeal dental

plates from the London Clay of Sheppey, and the Lower

Fig. 10!.—Pharyngeal dentition of Phi/llodas lytiolalds, Owen ; London Clay, Slieppcy.

Tertiaries of the Continent. To the latter belong Phyllodus

(Fig. 161) and Pharyngodopihis (Nummopalatus) , and of the

first-named genus, the collection now compi'ises nearly all the

type-specimens described in Prof. Cocchi's Monograph on these

fishes. Phyllodus is so called on account of the leaf-like shape

of the entire jDharyngeal dentition, and the separate teeth com-
posing this are very thin and constantly replaced by vertical

successors, which are arranged in little jiiles beneath the

functional ones.

The remarkable fragments of dentition from the London
Clay, known as p]gertonia^ and those from the Bracklesham
Beds termed Plafylmmus, are also supposed to be referable to

extinct Pharyngognathi. Taurinichthys, ivora the French
Miocene, is also placed here.

Sub-order XII.—Percomorphi.

Pterygocephalus, from the Eocene of Monte Bolca, seems to

represent the " Blennies " (Bleniidae) : extinct species of
" Gobies" (Gobiidas) are also found in the same formation, and
in the Infusoiial Earth of Oran, Algeria.

Petalopteryx, with huge pectoi'al fins, from the Cretaceous of Table-case,

Mount Lebanon, is perhaps an old "Flying-fish"—one of the

Cataphracti. And the closely-allied " Millei's' Thumbs " and
" Gurnards " (Cottidae) are represented in the Middle Tertiaries.

Lepidocottns, almost identical with the living Cottns, except in

possessing a covering of scales, is found in the Miocene of the
Puy-de-D6me, France; and a large series of these fishes is

exhibited,

9 2

No. 54.
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Talrle-case,
No. 16.
Wall-case.
No. 54.

Wall-case,
No. 17.

Wall-case,
No. 17.

Table-case,
No. 54.

Table-case,
No. 54.

Wall-case
No. 17.

Remains of true " Angler-fishes " (LnphiHs) have been dis-

cftvered at Monte Bolca ; and the Trachinidiie ('' Stare-gazers,"
etc.) may possibly be represented by GalUpteryM from the same
locality. To the latter also certainly belong Trachinopsls from
tlie Upper Tertiary of Lorca, Spain, and Psendoi'legiuKs from the-

Uppei' Miocene of Licata, Sicily.

The Scombridte—or Mackerel family—occur fossil in various
Tertiary deposits. They may often be readily distinguished by
the curious series of finlets, in most cases present behind the
second dorsal and anal tins.

The " TiTnn}^ " {TJiijnuus) and an extinct genus, Orcynus,iire
met with at Monte Bolca : remains of Cyhlnm are not un-
common in the London Clay : and three other extinct genera,
Arcluens^ hums, and Palimphyei:, occur in the black Eocene
Slates of Canton Glaris.

To theCoryphrenida^—pelagic fishes with a single long dorsal
fin and laterally-compressed body—Dr. Glinther refers the
( lasferonemus of Monte Bolca, which is perhaps not distinct

f]'om the living genus Mene. It is remarkable for the length of

the spinous rays representing the pelvic fins, and several fine

specimens ai'e exhibited in the Wall-case. Ginnogiiatlius, from
Sheppey, may also be placed here.

The CarangidjB, or " Horse-mackerels," constitute an exten-

sive family of laterally-compressed deep-bodied fishes, abun-
dantly represented at present and throughout the Tertiai-y

])eriod, comprising a few forms also in the Cretaceous. Vonwr,
Aipiclithys, and Flatax, have been described from the Chalk
of Comen in Istria (Trieste), and Flatax alone from that
of Mount Lebanon : the last-named genus survives in existing

seas (as the " Sea-bats ") having also left traces of its presence
in the Eocene of Monte Bolca, and the Crags of our Eastern
counties. The Crag fossils are mere fragments of vertebral

centra, neural spines, and interspinous bones ; the spines are

tumid in the middle, giving the broken pieces a curious appear-
ance. Semiophorus (Fig. IQ'l) is a remarkable extinct genus
found at Monte Bolca, and characterized by the enormous
development of the dorsal tin ; the pelvic fins are lonof and
slender, thoracic in position, and situated in advance of the

pectorals, which are very small. Lichia, Caramjopsis, and Ductor,

are other Monte Bolca genera shown in the Wall-case; the first

still exists, the second is scarcely distinguishable from the
living Caranx, and the third appears to be extinct. Amplilstinm,

from the same deposit and the Paris Eocenes, is another form
referable to this family.

Of the Acronuridffi, or" Surgeons," species pertaining to the

living Acaiithurus and Naseus are exhibited from the Eocene of

Monte Bolca.

An extinct family, apparently most closely related to the
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Ti'ichiui'ida?, is that of the Pah«orhynchida3. These are long,

slender, laterally-compressed fishes, with a very delicate

skeleton, and having the jaws prolonged into a sharply-pointed
beak, either edentulous or provided with very small teeth. The
dorsal fin is supported by spinous rays and extends along the
entire length of the back, and the caudal fin is deeply forked.

Wall-case,
No. 17.

Fig. 162.—Se.inloplioru^ rellci'iis, Agassiz, from tlie Kncene formation of Monte Bokn.
A, anal tin ; c, caudal ; d, dorsal ; p, pectoral ; v, pelvic lius.

In Palceorhynchum the jaws are of equal length, and an extensive

series of specimens is shown in the Wall-case, from the Eocene
Slates of Canton Glaris. Hemirhynchns, which, has the upper
jaw much longer than the lower, occurs both in the Glaris beds
and in the Lower Tertiaries of France and Belg^ium.
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"Wall-case,
No. 17.

Table-case,
No. 55.

"Wall-case,
No. 18.

The Trichiurida^ (" Hair-tails," " Scabbard-fislies," etc.)

differ most prominently from the preceding family in the

powerful character of the jaws, which are armed, with strong

teeth, some usually much larger than the others. Representa-

tives of the existing Lepidapxs occur in the Eocene Slates of

Ghu'is, and also in the Up])er Miocene of Licata, Sicily. Owing
to imperfections in the specimens, the former were originally

placed in a distinct genus, Anenchelum, and the c'istortion of the

fossils led to an undue multiplication of the so-called species.

Hemlfhyrsites and Trtchiurichfhys are scaly extinct forms
from the Upper Miocene of Licata, Sicily, hut there are no
examples in the collection.

Next to the Trichiurida; are arranged the fi-agmentary

remains of Xiphiidte or " Sword-fishes." These, as is well

kncwn, are remarkable for the great length of the cuneiform

snout ; they are the largest of Acanthopterygian Fishes. The
generic determinations of the fossil forms are still very doubtful,

but a series of typical fragments is exhibited from the English

Eocene.
Of the family of Berycida?, a very large series of specimens

is exhibited. These tishes have much the general appeai-ance

of the Perches, but there are large cavities in the head-bones

connected with the sensory slime-canal system, and the pelvic

fins have (except in one genus) more than five soft rays in

addition to the spine. They ai'e all marine. The living genus
Beryx occurs both in the English Chalk and the Upper Cre-

taceous of Mount Lebanon. Many of the English examples,

both of this and allied genera, are but slightly compressed,

retaining- their original form, and those from the collection of

the late Dr. Mantell are especially fine ; several are the type-

specimens figured in the works of Agassiz and Mantell ; and
later acquisitions from Mr. Frederic Dixon's collection are the

originals of figures in his well-known " Geology and Fossils of

Sussex." Hoplopteryv is a genus with very powerful fin-spines,

to which are referred the two English Chalk species commonly
known as Beryx ornatiis and Beryx superhns, besides other forms

fi'om the Cretaceous of Westphalia and Mount Lebanon.

Berycopsis (with cycloid scales), Hamonotus, and Stenostoma are

other genera of the English Chalk. Psetidoberyx (with

almost abdominal pelvic fins) occurs at Mount Lebanon, and
Splienocephalus and Acrogaster in the Westphalian Cretaceous

deposits. The living surface-dwelling genera, 3Iyriprisfi.f and
Hohiceiitrum, are not nncomraon at Monte Bolca, and the latter

has also been discovered in the Miocene of Malta.

The caimivorous marine family of Scorpa^nida? is represented

in the fossil state by a species of Scorpania in the Infusorial

Earth of Oran, Algeria, but there are no specimens in the col-

lection.
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The Sparidae, or " Sea-breams," have numerous extinct

congeners. They are Perciform Acanthopterygians with a

curiously specialized dentition, the front teeth being usually

adapted for piercing and cutting, and those at the sides of the

mouth for crushing. Their earliest representatives, from the

Cretaceous of Mou.nt Lebanon, appear to be referable to the

living genera, Pagellus and Sarins ; and both these fishes are

again found in the Tertiaries, the former at Monte Bolca, and
the latter in Fi-ance and at Oran, Algeria. Sparnodus (Fig. 163)
is an extinct genus from Monte Bolca, having the teeth some-
what " spaced out "—hence the name. Soricideiis and Capitodiis

are founded upon detached teeth from various European Ter-

tiaries. Teeth of the living Chrysophrys are exhibited from
the Miocene of Malta, the Crag of Suffolk, and from probably
equivalent deposits in the Canary Islands.

Table-cases,
Nos. 55, 56.

l'"ia. 163.

—

:ijiai-rtodas ovalis, Ag. ; Upper Eocene, Monte Bolca.

The Squaraipinnes are short, deep-bodied fishes, cliarac- Table-case,

terized, as their name denotes, by the extension of the scales ^°" ^'

over more or less of the dorsal and anal fins. The living forms
("Coral-fishes") are mostly brightly coloured fishes w^hich

abound in the neig'hbourhood of Coral-reefs. Platyccn-mus,

from the Upper Cretaceous of Westphalia, seems to be their

earliest known representative ; and there are remains of

tScaiophagiis, and the living genera JEpliippium, Pomacatithiis,

Holacanthus, in the Eocene of Monte Bolca. Fygccus, from the

same formation, is also placed in this family.

The Percidse, or Perch family, may perhaps be regarded as Wall-case
the highest—the most specialized—of Teleostean fishes ; they No. 18.

are well represented both in the freshwater and marine Tertiary

formations. The extinct genus Smerdis, with large deeply-

forked tail (Fig. 164), occurs in the Miocene of Ulm, Wilrtem-
berg, and Puy-de-D6me, France ; in the Upper Eocene of

Monte Bolca and Aix in Provence. Lates, Gyclopoma, and
species of the living marine genera, Dides, Serranus, Apogon,
Therapoii, and Pristipoma, are also found at Monte Bolca.

Table-case,
No. 56.
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Table-case, Acanus is an extinct genns, originally referred to the Berycida?,
No. 56. from the Eocene Slates of Canton Glaris, Switzerland.

No. 56.

liG. 104.

—

Siacrdia lainulaf, Ag. ; Eocene, Aixin Piovence, Fiance.

SuB-ORDEu XIII.

—

Lophobranchii,

These are a small sub-order of bony fishes having the gills

not laminated, but in the form of small rounded lobes or tufts.

The gill-cover is reduced to a large simple plate ; and the body
is moi-e or less encased in hard scales, arranged in segments.

Here are placed the " Pipe-6shes " and " Sea-horses," Avhich
Table-case, have bu.t few fossil repi'esentatives. An extinct species of

Siphonosfoma is exhibited from the Miocene of Licata, Sicily
;

and there is also an ancient type of " Sea-horse "

—

Calamostoma
—differing from the living Hippocampus in the possession of a

caudal fin, from the Eocene of Monte Bolca. Another " Pipe-

fish," Soleuorhynchus, has been found in the Eocene of Monte
Postale.

Sub-order XIV.

—

Hemibranchii.

The Fistulariidse, or " Flute-Mouths," avhich have been
aptly described as " gigantic marine sticklebacks," are first

known froin the Eocene formation. Fossil remains of the tAvo

living genera, Fistularia and Aulostmna, occur at Monte Bolca
and in the Slates of Canton Glaris ; and AuUscops, another
existing form, has been found at Padang, in the Tertiary

lignites of the Island of Sumatra. The Monte Bolca deposits

also yield two extinct genera, TJrosphen and Bhamphosus : the

latter has an immense spinous ray, denticulated behind,

inserted on the najDe, well shoAvn in the specimen in the case.

Sub-order XV.—Plectognathi.

The Plectognathi are remarkable for their dermal skeleton

and were originally placed by Agassiz among the " Ganoids " on

account of the characters of their armour. Some of these
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fishes {e.g., Ostracion) have the integument converted into a

continuous mosaic of hexagonal scutes ; in others (e.g. Biodon),

the skin is covered with numerous isolated spiny ossifications

;

while others are almost destitute of hard dermal structures.

The pelvic fins are either absent or merely represented by
spines ; and the bones of the upper jaw are nearly always

firmly united.

Fig. 165.—Teeth of Diodon Scilhe, Ag. ; Miocene, Malta.

The sub-order is divided into the two families of Sclerodermi
and Gymnodontes, the former of which have the jaws armed
with distinct teeth, Avhile the latter ai-e provided with a kind of

edentulous beak. Fossil Scleroderms, in an excellent state of Table-case,

preservation, are found in the Eocene Slates of Glaris, where
two extinct genera, Acauthoderma and AcantJwpleurns, occur.

A species of Ostracion has been described from the Eocene of

Monte Bolca ; and Glyptocephahos appears to be another repre-

sentative of the family in the London Clay of Sheppey. The
Gymnodonts also date back to Eocene times. Fine specimens
of Diodon (" Sea-hedgehogs") are exhibited from Monte Bolca
and the Infusorial Earth of Oran, Algeria ; and the little piles

of dental plates (Fig. 165), placed within the mouth of the

same genus, are found in the Miocene of Malta, Sicily, and
other localities. Enneodoii is a closely allied extinct genus,

from the Middle Eocene of Monte Postale, N. Italy.
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